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[TRACK 1]

TONY WRIGHT:

 This is Tony Wright, it’s the 24th of August 2012 and I’m talking to Creedy, and can  

you tell me your full name and where and when you were born? 

ANDREW JOHN CREEDY:

Yes.  My full name….here’s one…Andrew John Creedy and I was born in Lincoln 

in….third of the first 1964.

TW:

Right, okay.

AJC:

So it’s Andrew John Creedy but not many people know that.

TW:

Well we can delete it if you want us to

[laughing]

AJC:

Often known as… more commonly known as Creedy.

TW:

Right, okay.

AJC:

I’ll let you off!

TW:
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Alright….so, Lincoln; what was Lincoln like when you were growing up then?

AJC:

Well Lincoln’s very flat, that’s fair to say apart from the fact that it has got quite big 

hill in the middle of it.  It was….where I lived it was a very…..very friendly street 

really; a lot of my aunties and uncles lived on the same street as me, in fact we had 

one next door - in fact we had two – one next door and one next door to that, and a 

couple more across then road so even though…..even then sorry, there was 

still….everybody down the street was very friendly; it was very much….a local 

butcher’s; your knew them, [incomp] knew exactly what you wanted….a barber 

across the road and…..just all your little shops were down that one street; I think the 

only supermarket that we had was the Co-op at one time when I was very young and 

that was…..it was always a treat; it was only down the road but it was always a 

treat…..we was on a big crossroads which was potentially dangerous; there was 

always car crashes there because there weren’t as many cars as there are nowadays; 

there were cars, but…..but not as many, so I don’t think we really expected sometimes 

to see something coming the other way and there was a lot of collisions, often on a 

Saturday afternoon; we’d say ‘oh there’s been another one’ [incomp[]….. ‘oh God not 

again’ you know, but even so there was enough lack of traffic for all the kids to play 

together down the street which was really really good, so we  were street kids; we was 

always out on the streets, sort of….pick up lolly sticks and make boomerangs out of 

them and….playing all the classic sort of games…..we used to play statues and things 

like that, so and of course then my cousin next door…..and next door to that so we 

used to play together as well, so that was when I was really young.

TW:

Right….so how long did you live there?

AJC:

Oh….I’ve got a terrible memory for how long things….it was quite a long time, so I 

mean I suppose I was….let’s think now…..I think I moved from that house when I 

was……about….twelve, thirteen maybe or something like that; it was a place called 

Ripon Street bang in the middle, well….yeah, quite central to Lincoln; we only 

moved then because the landlord….he was a lovely old bloke….he died and we knew 
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that as soon as he died hid daughter would want to sell the house or put the rent up 

ridiculously and she did both; she put the rent up ridiculously and then sold the house, 

so we had to move on and from there we moved….we moved to a council house out 

in the….what you call the sticks in Lincoln - it’s not really - there was a lot of estates 

on the outskirts of the city where we moved there; I was quite looking forward to it 

though because I fancied having a garden, because I really fancied it with my Action 

Man with his tanks and stuff like that I remember at the time, but I think I was only 

twelve and so I was still playing with them but of course as soon as we got there 

and….I didn’t really want the garden any more because I wasn’t playing with my 

Action Man tanks; the transition was a bit….was a bit crucial really as far as that was 

concerned on the developmental level!  So yeah, it was when I was about twelve that 

we moved on from there really - I was quite sad to leave it - it was a big house and it 

used to have…..I used to have two bedrooms because my brother left when I was 

about sixteen, so I had my little bedroom and I had his big bedroom as well, and on 

occasion I’d just swap, just for the fun of it, but I had l had loads and loads of rooms 

and an attic upstairs which was quite good and there was a  big brick wash house at 

the bottom of the garden, well it wasn’t in the garden…it was in the yard as such, and 

I used to….I used to play in there quite a lot and come up with stuff and friends used 

to come round and we used to….we used to have some great fun in there; we used to 

make fireworks in there actually

TW:

Oh really?

AJC:

Yeah, I was quite into the sciences at school and….strangely, I can’t believe that this 

actually happened, but in those days you could actually go into the chemist’s and buy 

a box of saltpetre, a box of sulphur and a carbon block; now anybody with any basic 

chemical knowledge knows if you stick those three together you’ve got gunpowder, 

so…..yeah, so this little….little kid would go in there, ten year old, and go and buy all 

these ingredients [laughing] and grind ‘em up and make fireworks!  I can’t believe 

that they never expected us to do that, and because it was a brick shed as well it was a 

bit safer, but we used to have….we used to have…we used to have experiments; we 

was always trying to get things to explode properly and we occasionally got it once, 
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where we actually put it in some cling film…foil…not cling film…tin foil, and 

compressed it with a vice and then put it over a burner, and it shot off and took a little 

bit of my eyebrow off as it disappeared past my head [laughing] and that’s the closest 

we got - I did manage to make flares - my uncle used to help me quite a lot.  He used 

to come along with these big tubes that he’d got from the engineering works that he 

worked at and I thought ‘oh they’re really thick walled things’ and we used to 

[incomp] in there and stuff and we used to make hand flares like you know, sea flares 

and stuff; we got those made as well, but yeah we did quite a lot of that really 

[laughing]….bit odd, but there you go

TW:

So you really liked science at school?

AJC:

I did yeah, but maths was the thing that sort of….destroyed it a little bit for me really 

because a lot of the…a lot of the problems that I had with science; I mean I passed all 

my sciences…because you had Physics, Chemistry and Biology…I was quite good at 

them, I understood the principles behind all of them but you had to prove it in a 

mathematical way and that was the difficult bit; I wasn’t very good at Maths.  I’m still 

numerically a little bit dyslexic as far as I can tell; not terribly but I can see what 

happened, plus the ….the guys…and gals…..like Jimmy Saville….they….they were 

pretty severe Maths teachers; for some reason Maths teachers were almost as severe 

as sports teachers, so…yeah, it…force for me was never the way forward; I just 

became belligerent.

TW:

Okay….so, when did you leave Lincoln then?  Did you actually leave Lincoln to do  

anything or did you just carry on living

AJC:

Yeah, after I’d finished at school I went to…I went to art college in Lincoln for a year 

doing a Foundation course which should have been….it should have been a two year 

course but I did it in a year, so it was really really intense, but I’d always been good at 

drawing and always been good at art, in fact when I was at school doing my A Levels 
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I…I used to end up….they didn’t teach me; they left me to teach the rest of the class 

which was great, but…not really because I never got any tuition at all and I don’t 

know whether it was because…I never did work it out really.  I did see some of the 

teachers’ drawings and I thought ‘well I think I’m better than them’ [laughing] and 

I’m not really that egotistical, so I must have been vaguely on the ball there really I 

think, but anyway yeah, so I went to do the….the Foundation course in Lincoln and 

the only place at the end of that that I could see to get into, because there was a couple 

of teachers that didn’t like me again, and I’m an innocent little soul really; I don’t do 

anything to…..and even then I wasn’t really pushy or anything like that, but again, the 

guy who really didn’t like me, I looked at some of his work as well and I just didn’t 

understand it; it was just….it was crap [laughing] and I can remember it to this day, 

looking at it, it was….I think it was a brown background with multi-coloured 

Lancaster Bombers on it, because the Lancaster Bomber in Lincoln…..the Lancaster 

Bomber, and it was just like so obvious and not very good, and he was trying to push 

me in that direction whereas I was very detailed in what I did so he’d make…..make 

me do bigger and bigger things in less and less time but I’d still come back with every 

detail….I beat him at pool once; that was a good day….and anyway yes, so I went to 

Croydon, the only place I could get in was Croydon College; Croydon  College of Art, 

which I believe was also where Bowie and….Marc Bolan went for some reason; I 

think they were the only famous people there, but….it was an odd place was Croydon 

really; I mean I wasn’t a big fan of London but it was the first time I’d really properly 

been away from home, and I ended up staying in….there weren’t any halls of 

residence for the artists so I stayed in a bed and breakfast; I went down there on a day 

trip and managed to get this bed and breakfast place, and what I was actually looking 

for, I mean Eastenders was at a peak at the time; I did watch television and so I did 

pick up a little bit on that and I thought ‘I wonder if the East End’s like that?’ and 

Croydon was a little bit like that, but I wanted a typical Cockney landlady and 

landlord and they were perfect; it was…..he was called Del and she was called Dor…

Del and Dor,,,,it was great [laughing] and he called me ‘Endrew’ [Cockney accent]

[laughing]….it was fantastic!  Loved his boxing; he used to say ‘bit of boxing on 

tonight Endrew….fancy a fag’ [laughing]……and we’d….and I loved that, I thought 

‘this is great’ and not far from where the college was there was….there was a market 

that was just like the market on Eastenders and again, I loved it down there as well. 

Typical East End sort of pubs and things like that, but…..but the college itself was an 
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annex separate from the rest of the college and the university so it was….I think it was 

deliberate to keep the artists away from normality…whether it just distracts them or 

not I don’ t know, but it was a bit isolated so I was with…..with….with all the artists 

and I got really fed up with art students to be quite honest; I mean a lot of people 

would say ‘oh bloody art students’ but I also said the same thing and I was one of 

them, and I always felt embarrassed for the fact I was an artist because some of them 

were bizarre for no real reason and….and again because…and the college itself tried 

to push you once again in a more of an abstract direction and I really wasn’t ready for 

it and I really did not understand abstract art; never got into it

TW:

So in what….this is early eighties?

AJC:

Yeah this is the early eighties, yeah

TW:

And they were trying to….they were pushing abstract art really.

AJC:

Yeah, this is….Croydon College was more known for that than anything else, and 

again all my tutors were trying to push towards that, even….there was an old guy 

called Gerald – lovely bloke -  very posh, but he used to come round and again, he’d 

see me do my stuff and he used to give me quite a lot of grief about it sort of 

being….maybe I should have….I mean on the day I went to…..college in Lincoln I 

had to do either Fine Art or Graphics and I didn’t really know what Graphics was; I 

didn’t really know what Fine Art was either, I just knew that I could draw, so I threw a 

coin and I ended up doing Fine Art…..and I often look back and think ‘oh I think I 

should have done Graphics’ because I think I’m more of an illustrator sometimes - 

well that’s not really true - I’ve expanded my artistic sort of….pallet in many different 

ways but I think I probably would have benefited more from Graphics in many ways, 

but who knows?  I could have ended up on some terrible magazine or something like 

that and had my soul sucked out by capitalism, through advertising and marketing and 

if you’re in advertising and marketing I agree with Bill Hicks – kill yourself – so I 
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really wouldn’t want to go in that direction, so…..so yeah, in Croydon Art College 

there’s this Gerald there; he’s giving me grief like the guy who did in….in Lincoln, 

and again I went and saw his art; it was just quite nice but the big surprising thing 

was, they always encouraged you to do things in A1and big sort of canvasses, and this 

fellla’s stuff was like this big, it was the size of a bloody postage stamp; it was a very 

nice life drawing, but crikey I could have done that in that size, it was like tiny, so 

again I was always disappointed by my tutors, and after a year I’d had enough, I’d had 

enough; I’d…….I’d spent all my money; I got a grant but I’d spent far…..quite a bit 

beyond that….tiniest bit overdrawn and my parents got worried and I got worried, and 

I left Croydon; I think it was right at the end of the first year and I didn’t want to go 

back; I left everything there and never did go back there and pick anything up, I just 

didn’t wanna go back.  There was a few people there that I did like but a lot of them 

were so pretentious.

TW:

So what did you do?

AJC:

Well I went back to Lincoln again, so back to Lincoln from Croydon having not 

enjoyed it.  Stayed with my parents again; I had a lot of friends there that I still to this 

day know very well,  and though we don’t keep in touch very often, every time we see 

each other it’s like we’ve never been apart, so I started at a place called The 

Community Enterprise Agency; I worked there which was basically a big place 

designed for…..unemployed people at the time but to give them some like training 

potential so I thought….and I worked in the……effectively in the graphics 

department there and we did lots of weird stuff; we’d do sign writing so I was taught 

how to sign write……we’d often get…..and so the signs for buildings were done by 

us and they sort of put these signs out to other people so we’d be commissioned to do 

certain signs, and other things; I think downstairs in the woodwork department they 

made Wendy houses which was very nice and we painted them, so me being quite 

creative, we used to like put little pigeons and sort of like backgrounds and stuff on 

the side of these and they loved that, and I’d end up sort of like……just one of those 

things that the guy who was running us, who was our boss effectively for our 

department, would….would often sort of like ask me to represent…..well he instantly 
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assumed that I would represent everybody else because I think I did, so if something 

went wrong they all got a bit shy about it and I wouldn’t; I’d say ‘right, into your 

office’ so I’d take him into his own office and give him a telling off [laughing]…..they 

said ‘how dare you treat him like that – do you know what problems he’s got in his 

life at the moment?  You don’t understand do you?’…. ‘look we’ll try and sort it out 

mate, you know, I know you’re having a hard’…..and I’d end up having a chat with 

him and he’d…..he’d pour his heart out to me, and I knew he was going through a 

divorce and that and I knew his life intimately, so if anything went wrong and 

somebody was in trouble, I’d take him into his office and we’d talk about it and I’d 

sort it out for him, so it was….it was a bit strange really, as I say, maybe not that sort 

of controllable type of person really, but….he did enjoy that fact that he could be 

completely open with me and I was completely open with him.  Everybody thought he 

was severe but he never was with me, so I ended up doing that and we made a lot of 

model buildings for this big village that they were wanting to…it was some sort of 

project that they were doing that required us to make these things and we all did that 

as well, but it was great fun and a great melting pot of different people, I mean I think 

I started to listen to a lot of different music then.  There was things like Throbbing 

Gristle and……oh God lots of [incomp] and….stuff like that and lots of weirder stuff 

that I’d never heard before that I really got into; people bringing their own sort of 

cassettes I think in those days and stick ‘em on the machine, and I got to listen to a lot 

of still and while I was working we always had music on, which was very interesting, 

and….I think I left…..I can’t remember how long I was there but at first you started 

and you only did a couple of days I think, then that went to three days and eventually 

you’d go full time, so while I was doing part-time I had to make up the money so I 

went out on the streets of Lincoln; there’s a big precinct in Lincoln that’s all paved 

and there was a lot of pavement artists down there, and I thought ‘well this is ideal for 

me’ so I’d go up there and say about nine in the morning or nine-thirty, I never have 

been a morning person, I’d go and buy all my chalks and pastels from the art shop and 

I’d go down with my little box, down to the…..find a little spot, sort of patch, 

[incomp] people on the way, and I’d start drawing, and within about an hour I could 

usually sort of like fill an area…..six by six, maybe sometimes a little bit bigger

TW:

What kind of pictures did you do?
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AJC:

Well I used to do….there was a thing that I used to like a lot; I used to love 2000 AD 

comic, and it wasn’t necessarily for the stories but I used to love the drawings in there 

which was why I think I would have been better at doing illustrations, and there’s 

one….it was a big sort of dragon like sea monster pounding out of the sea and when I 

did….I think it was A Levels or O Levels I copied this thing in inks and…..[incomp] 

but I always liked the picture, so I actually copied that onto the pavement – huge 

things – and that was one of the popular ones I did; it was often sort of…..and the 

other one I did, of course being in Lincoln it’s got an amazing cathedral which you 

can see from where I am on the precinct, so I used to….I used to draw the cathedral 

quite a lot and what I’d do, because a lot of these people were…..I mean [incomp] 

‘you can see him copying [incomp] I’m gonna sort of half copy, so what I used to do, 

I’d have a picture and I’d…in that first hour I would frantically swipe, because I was 

trained in fine art and drawing really big pictures and so I could do things really 

quickly, especially with chalk because there’s no resistance, so I’d knock these things 

out really quickly, so there’s the cathedral there and once I’d got the basic structure of 

it which didn’t take very long at all, maybe twenty minutes, I’d start to…..I’d start to 

colour it in because [incomp] which way the light’s coming in and so in an hour or so 

I’d done, and could see the other pavement drawers, and they might be doing 

something like the Mona Lisa and they’d got as far as the eye, I mean there were 

some very nice eyes, but it’s like ‘come on!’  they wouldn’t be finished by the end of 

the day, and of course I’m done and people are wandering by and all I’m doing then 

because there’s a bit of a breeze blowing across - it blows all the chalk off – I’m 

heightening the colours as the day goes on, and sometimes I’m moving the sun and 

changing the actual sky and the shadow as it goes across the cathedral, so that it 

actually lives as they’re actually passing by, so they can see the changes as they’re 

going by.  I made quite a lot of money out of this and after that I actually teamed up 

with somebody and we both, together, did enormous pieces and we based it for some 

reason on…..was it…..Art Nouveau mermaids; it was quite specific [laughing]

TW:

Right.  Why did you pick that?
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AJC:

No idea, so there was all these sea things……I’m saying mermaids, they were all sea 

scenes but there was a few with mermaids; I’ve no idea….I think we just had a book 

and we really liked the illustrations

TW:

Did you think it was a good….like money spinner then?

AJC:

Well we thought so yeah, in fact what we decided to do was….we decided that the 

local St Barnard’s [sp] Hospice, we had a chat with them and said ‘look, can we give 

you a donation if we can use your name to go out on the streets and say all profits to 

St Barnard’s [sp] Hospice and we’ll give you….we’ll give you a percentage’ and they 

said ‘absolutely brilliant; we’ll obviously accept whatever’ and we said ‘well 

obviously we’ll advertise you as well and we’ll give you some money’ so we did do 

all profits to St Barnard’s [sp Bernard’s?] Hospice; of course ‘all profits’ is how 

much you decide really; we thought……at the time I think it was about twelve per 

cent so we ended up giving them about twenty per cent, because we thought ‘no, we’ll 

be far more generous than most people are’ so we thought twenty per cent off 

whatever we earned, and we could earn like about……getting on for a hundred quid 

back in that time, just for doing these pavement drawings between the two of us…..I 

can’t remember the guy’s name….for some reason we used to call him Penny, and to 

this day I can’t remember why we called him Penny, but we used to have all 

nicknames and he was Penny and I was Creedy, as I’ve never been called by my first 

or second name very often; the response is usually, if somebody calls me Andrew, it’s 

like ‘yes Mum’ so I tell people this and they don’t want to call it me anymore, 

especially blokes, so…..yeah we did these things.  One day we’d done a massive one, 

and I said these were all water things, and the clouds opened, and it was like the rains 

we’ve been having in Hebden Bridge this year in 2012, and they literally opened up 

and poured down, and we could watch and actually saw the chalk illustration lift up 

off the pavement, float down the street and go down the drain.  It was absolutely out 

of this world; never seen anything like it, because it’s chalk of course, and we’d just 

about finished this enormous piece; it was probably about…..twelve foot by twelve 

foot probably, maybe even a bit bigger; it filled the entire area, you couldn’t walk past 
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it without noticing it, so it was gonna be a real extravaganza.  We’d pulled out all the 

plugs for this one, it was just like ‘come on’ and then it rained, lifted off the pavement, 

went down the drain and it was like ‘what can we do?’ so we drew a big long line and 

people started following this line, and when they got of the line and this arrow’s 

pointing in the direction, it pointed to a bench, and me and Penny were just sort of 

there looking miserable deliberately [laughing] and eventually the press turned up and 

interviewed us, and we sort of like told them about this, and we got back on board 

once the rain had gone because it was this huge shower and we started drawing again; 

we did the whole thing again and we got loads of money and we got the press that 

came in, the police even came in and started to give us money because they were that 

impressed that we hadn’t given up [laughing]….we used to take in terms so we’d 

carry on drawing while the other one went to the pub and had a few pints and came 

back…..so yeah, pavement drawing was a way that we filled in for…..for cash, and 

that was it; I was back in Lincoln, but I moved on from there you see.

TW:

To where?

AJC:

Well I had a girlfriend in Lincoln that I….it was my first girlfriend ever; I didn’t 

actually have a girlfriend till I was nineteen, well no…..I suppose it would be a little 

bit before I suppose, but I’d never…..I’d never had sexual liaisons at all until I was 

nineteen because it was all very different in them days, even though I do youth work 

with a lot of people nowadays I wouldn’t have known any of the things that I’m very 

upward about now, but yeah, nineteen and…..she eventually went over to…..she came 

over to Halifax…..I’m trying to think when it was…..it was when I was in Croydon. 

She….no I went over to Croydon so when I was away for the year she was in Lincoln 

but I came back every other week, believe it or not with my laundry, when I 

eventually moved out of the bed and breakfast into a flat, I’d no idea; totally wet 

behind the ears; there was buckets behind my ears, and so I’d bring my laundry back 

for my mum to do, and to see my girlfriend; I don’t think she ever did come over to 

London but I sort of didn’t want her to; it was a right tip!  I do remember one night in 

the place where I was, the building where I was with these other two art students; 

there was…..there was actually…we’d had a party and there was water…..water 
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falling down the stairs; I think we’d been to Tesco for some booze and we came back 

with the shopping trolley full, and the shopping trolley [laughing] – we had some mad 

parties – when we used to go in the local pub which was done out like a big 

Mississippi boat, they used to put The Young Ones on the screen so we did look like 

The Young Ones!

TW:

[laughing]….which one were you?

AJC:

I was the hippy; I was Neil! [laughing]…we had [incomp] and this weird jazz guy 

downstairs - I loved all the music – I didn’t mind everything, I loved the punk, I loved 

the jazz and what I was listening to and it was great.  But anyway yeah, so when I 

came back I thought ‘brilliant’ you know, I think we’d……she’d been seeing 

somebody while I was away and I couldn’t believe this, so I’d resisted heavily, 

because I’m like that and still am, and yeah she’d gone off with somebody and I knew 

the guy that she’d gone off with and I knew the guy that she’d gone off with and….I 

met him and I thought ‘I’m gonna reverse tactics here, I’m not gonna do what normal 

people do’ I’d never had it happen to me before and I thought ‘what’s the point getting 

angry with him; he’s not gonna tell me anything is he’ so I actually became very 

friendly with him, knowing full well what he’d done.  I don’t think he was actually 

with her at the time but he was the reason why we split up…..so I was just really 

really nice to him and…..I went back to his place and stuff like that; he was really 

generous; he used to buy me pints and get me stoned and everything, it was great 

[laughing]….I thought ‘this is wonderful, I haven’t got a girlfriend but I’ve got 

somebody who I know is gonna tell me something one day!’ and I’m in a pub and he 

does, he says ‘I’ve got to tell you something Creedy’ and I went ‘alright then mate, 

what is it?’ he says ‘I’m the reason that you and Debs split up’ and I went ‘I know’….. 

‘no no…’ I said ‘no, I’ve known for ages; I’ve known since the day; it doesn’t bother 

me’ and he says ‘but surely…’ I said ‘it takes two to tango – get me a pint if you want’ 

he says ‘no I want you to hit me’ I says ‘I’m not gonna hit you’ [laughing]…. ‘why 

would I do that?  What kind of satisfaction is that gonna give you?  No, forget it, go 

and get me a pint, it’s alright, forget it’ and eventually me and Debs did get back 

together after this, curiously…..and she moved over to Halifax because she wanted to 
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do nursing training, so she came over to Halifax doing nursing training; this job I was 

doing at…….at….Community Enterprise Agency doing…making the models and the 

painting, and doing bits of pavement drawing.  That came to an end completely; the 

whole place was shut down; there was no longer any funding for it…..I’d qualified as 

a sign writer, and just as I was going out to do sign writing, it was nearly on the same 

week they invented this machine that did plastic cut out letters…..nobody wanted 

signs, it was ‘ahh, thanks very much’ [laughing] That was a waste of bloody time! 

[laughing]  So I thought ‘right, well everything’s come to and end here; my 

girlfriend’s over in Halifax’ and I kept coming over and visiting, stayed at the Halls of 

Res; nobody’s supposed to stay [incomp] but we did; got to hear a lot of bands that I 

thought were absolutely out of this world.  Lincoln, the problem with Lincoln was, 

there was no outlet for music.  I did do a few gigs while I was over there; I played 

with a band called…the first band was called The Graveyard Stompers…..which is 

very interesting

TW:

So you’d been playing music while you’d been doing all this art then; you’d also been  

playing at the same time?

AJC:

Absolutely, yeah, in fact it was music that…..coaxed me away from art really, I mean 

I used to, when I was a kid I used to draw all the time; I never used to go anywhere 

[incomp] without a little sketch book, but once I got into music it took over a little 

bit, and started to get into that, so yeah, as I was away…when I left….when I was at 

Croydon I probably spent more time playing music than I did doing art, and I started 

writing a lot of songs there….there was little else to do [laughing]….well there was 

actually, between parties I’d probably do a lot of playing; it was just one year of 

parties really……and….and so I sort of brought that back with me, I’m trying to think 

of when I actually…..no it was while I was away that I got my first acoustic guitar, 

proper acoustic guitar, it was actually…..in fact the first guitar that was of any use 

whatsoever I think…..when I was about sixteen my dad bought me my first guitar 

and, I remember it well, it was a Star…..a Sunburst Eros [incomp] and he bought me 

a little practice amp which I used to have on full with a fuzz pedal…..all the time 

[laughing]….and the neighbours loved it…..it wasn’t……you could hear it all the 
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way down the street by all accounts, but the next door neighbours….they also…..I 

think one of them played the drums and one played the bass, and we used to jam with 

each other; not in the same room; through the walls……the neighbours usually got a 

bit annoyed by this but my mother was very very good at sticking up for me 

[laughing]…..because she wanted me to have a good time.  My parents were 

absolutely fantastic, I mean…….I’d had…..because they were a little bit older as far 

as other parents were concerned, so…..because they had me very late, I mean I 

was….she was nearer to the age, she was on the age where she couldn’t have any 

more kids, and my brother’s ten years older than me; my dad…..ten or eleven years 

older than me…..my dad just assumed that….she didn’t want to have any more kids 

because she had…..she nearly died and so did he…..my brother, in his birth……so 

my dad assumed that she didn’t want any more and you know, as you know, assume 

makes an ass out of you and me, and……and so she did and [incomp] that’s fine; I 

did have to ask her at one time ‘are you sure I wasn’t an accident?  Eleven years mum, 

what’s going on?’ you know, because my brother left me, well he left everybody but I 

always thought he left me when I was six; he was sixteen….very very upset about 

that…..it really did…..in many ways didn’t do any good; he went off to Germany to 

the RAF and did a lot of that.  When I was younger, when I was about eight, I thought 

‘ah I’ll join him in the RAF’ until I realised that the RAF was involved with…..with 

war, and nasty things, and I was……I thought ‘well this is not right; I’ve always been 

into peace’……in fact until I was five, one of my earliest memories was of the time 

when they put me in a school and I was sat there with a duffle coat on with my feet 

against a tree, watching everybody in the playground and argue over a game of 

football, and I just couldn’t believe this; I thought ‘why has my mother dropped me in 

such a place as this?  This is awful.  What are they blood arguing about?  It’s only an 

inflatable ball.’  To this day I still have the same opinion…..and I don’t like any sport 

because to me it’s just……..over competitiveness that really is not doing anything to 

instil peace of the planet, so I’ve always been a little bit like that….so yeah, first 

guitar,  [incomp] when I was younger I used to play through the walls…..and….oh, 

let’s see now from there….

TW:

You were saying you were in Halifax and you were hearing all these bands that you  

had not heard before, that sort of side of things
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AJC:

That’s right, yeah, because in Lincoln there just wasn’t anywhere to play so The 

Graveyard Stompers was the first band and it was basically a ridiculous band in many 

ways; there was a very tall bassist called Beelesy [sp], one of my friends, and this guy 

on drums that was called Al or Mad Al was……and you think you’ve seen the mad 

drummer; you think you’ve seen……Keith Moon on a bad day, oh Jesus, you’ve seen 

nothing!  This guy didn’t seem to be able to play more than about, I think I counted 

three straight beats before he [incomp] and that’s how he played; didn’t matter what 

he played, that’s how he’d do it, and when we actually…..and it was The Graveyard 

Stompers…we used to dress for that; I had a long coat and a top hat on with long hair, 

looking a bit Bolanish, Marc Bolanish, and Beelesy [sp] always wore a bowler hat 

which didn’t fit his head very well, so it wobbled around a little bit, and he had a face 

a bit like this, quite miserable looking, but he was quite chirpy really, you just didn’t 

think so, and he was about seven foot tall, [laughing] so he looked really funny; went 

down really well….we did some odd music, but yeah, so…..when we took Mad Al’s 

drum kit out of the place we were practising, which was I think Beelesy’s [sp] shed, 

there was just…..you could see where the drums had been by all the cigarette butts 

that were piled up around it…..cos he chain smoked completely; I think he ended up 

burning a load of bibles and he was sectioned; I think that’s what happened to him; we 

never saw him again….not that surprised really, so when I came over to Halifax there 

was a lot more places to play; there was loads of venues; Halifax was buzzing; there 

was The George….the top half was sort of like the…..the wallies as we used to call 

it…the towelling white sock brigade as I tended to call them, and down below was 

the….the rockers and the alternative crowd; the Goths and things like that, which I 

was far more comfortable in, but I could reside in the top half, put a jacket on and go 

to the top half, and mix there as well, but my hair was quite short then, well it was a 

bit peculiar really, it was like a…….ball-like and standing up, but it was still very 

curly, so I could sort of get away with either really if I wanted to, but yeah there was 

loads of bands around and one of the main reasons that I eventually went to Halifax, 

and I’ve told the band this many times, was the band called Fez; I really, really liked 

Fez…it was just something completely different; I didn’t have a genre…..it’s sort of 

prog psychedelic I suppose, even to this day, and they’re still going which is testament 

to how bloody good they are…..there was a lot of other bands but they really stuck in 
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my mind for some reason, and I thought ‘well if you’ve got a band like that, then this 

is the kind of place I wanna be’ and I’d come to the end of this thing at the 

Community Enterprise Agency, and I was in Lincoln; there was nothing really going 

on, so I thought ‘well, sod it’ and I’d got to that age where I think……I think I’d 

become a vegetarian; I realised that……well I knew that I didn’t like meat at all; I  

never really did; I was [incomp] so everything had just changed really; I’d got to that 

stage in my teens when it was a bit difficult really…..I’d had  very little arguments 

with my dad; not much because my dad was always very placid, and I thought ‘right, 

sod it; I’m going – I’m off’ and off I went.  I remember my mum and dad at the train 

station, my dad sort of took me to one side and said ‘you know son, you should never 

trust a woman’ 

[laughing]

TW:

Really?

AJC:

Yeah, and of course I never did take that advice; I trust everybody [laughing] but he 

was right as it’s turned out! [laughing]  He could have said ‘don’t trust a man either’ 

but I sort of understood what he was saying; I think what he was saying was ‘I know 

you’re going up there to be with your girlfriend’ sort of thing ‘but it might not all 

work out’ – I think that’s what he meant, I think that’s what he meant, cos for me….I 

tend not to differentiate….to my own sort of disdain sometimes, but, so I thought 

‘okay’ so off I went…….to start a new life but actually arrived in Halifax at my 

girlfriend’s house, Debs at the time…..she was in a really funny mood and I couldn’t 

quite get this; I thought ‘brilliant, this is it; we can live our dreams darling’ you know 

‘together at last…..tripping over the hills, through the corn, listening to 

Fez’[chuckling]……but she was in a really funny mood and I couldn’t quite work out 

what was going on, and eventually sort of like she was talking to friends and I was 

thinking ‘what’s going on?’ and a friend sort of told me ‘well she’s a bit tentative; she 

thought she wanted this, but now it’s a reality…..she’s a bit doubtful’…..I thought 

‘well okay’…..anyway, it eased off a little bit, but I think it was probably about a year 

or so later, maybe two years that we actually did eventually split up; I think we’d been 
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together for five years on and off, because there was that time when I was at college 

and…..so this was the last try really, basically, but we eventually got a little house 

together; we shared and got a little house together and yeah, eventually we just…..we 

just mutually split up, leaving me with this house and a rent that I couldn’t afford, so 

I…..I can’t remember; there was another band around at the time called Broadcast 

that I’d really got into……and that’s the first time I met a guy called Paul 

Holmes…..there was a guy called Phil Wilson; Ian Watson was a drummer and that 

was the link; Ian Watson was one of the guys who used to go round to the nursing 

home…..with a best friend of Debs who I used to go out with, so we used to sort of 

like you know, get up to antics in the corridors and things like that, and it was 

nearly……you know, we used to support each other so I got to know him and I got to 

know his band.  The band was called [incomp] at the time, the original one, then he 

moved to this band called Broadcast, so I got to know all these and then my mate 

Shack [sp] who I know to this day, was the keyboardist so Paul Holmes was looking 

for somewhere to…..to live, so he moved in - I think he’d had a similar experience - 

he moved in with me and instantly it became a party house; absolutely mad 

house……lots of surreptitious smoking and drinking went on in that house…..lots and 

lots of music; we combined our musical collections and we had some fabulous stuff 

so the house was just…..people just used to pop round at all hours of the day; it was 

generally about thirteen people in the living room, absolutely insane; brilliantly 

artistic, creative house…..lots of things went on; we did…..I think we hardly ever 

watched television; we didn’t have to; there was far too much of everything else going 

on really……wonderful times in many, many ways; hazy days……. [laughing] 

…..very heady…..I ended up joining Broadcast; they asked me to play - their guitarist 

had pulled out - and so……obviously I sort of jumped at the chance, went into it and 

I’d been doing little solo things; I actually did another dream thing when I came over; 

I actually ended up supporting Fez, doing little solo performances, which to this day 

I’ve started doing again so it’s….it’s great, in fact the last time they played after me 

which felt really peculiar, at a recent thing at The Trades, it was just because of the 

order of things, but I ended up having to play after Fez; it was peculiar, but loved it, 

you know, it was great; it went down really well, but……so yeah, Broadcast, I went 

into that, and they were doing really well and I ended up supporting [incomp] that’s 

the closest they got…..doing really well, and…..I met Shack [sp], but the thing is with 

the band, Ian Watson the drummer……and the bassist Phil Wilson, used to argue like 
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hell and Paul would sort of like join in and sort of….he’d end up being part of this, 

and the only person that wasn’t really arguing with Shack [sp] on keyboards…..I 

don’t really argue that much, or I didn’t; I have had my moments, but I thought it was 

a bit like back at that tree when I was five, watching them play football and thinking 

‘why are you arguing?’ [laughing] ‘where’s the creativity in that?’ so I’d just like go 

and lean on the keyboards and have a chat with Shack [sp], thinking ‘just let them get 

on with it, eh?......What are you doing this weekend?’ blah blah….we got to know 

each other really well.  Eventually I left; they got rid of me out of the band and got 

another guitarist in; I was always disappointed because he copied all my riffs 

[incomp] I thought ‘well, actually on another scale, the riffs were damned good; the 

music doesn’t sound right but there aren’t many more’ so I thought ‘good, I’m glad 

you can’t copy my riffs’…..got to know them all a little bit, and kept on seeing Shack 

[sp],  I mean Paul was still staying with them which was a bit difficult, being sacked 

from the band and sharing a house with the guy, but it was alright; we were really 

good friends.  Incidentally, after a year of Paul being with me, just under a year, he 

said ‘it’s my birthday next week’ because we got on really well; I couldn’t believe 

how well I was getting on with this guy, and I says ‘well it’s my birthday’s next week 

as well’…..he says ‘well, what day’s yours?’ I said ‘well mine’s on Monday’ he said 

‘well mine’s on Monday as well’…..I says ‘we’re both born on the third of January! 

That’s why we get on!’ and we were, and we are very similar; to this day, on our 

birthdays, we both wish each other ‘Happy Birthday’, and every time we see each 

other it’s always the same; he’s very creative now, he does a lot of…..video, well not 

video, visual stuff and he’s….I think he’s Head of Department at Bradford University 

and….he went quite academic at one stage, and still, right down to earth; still wears 

his cap, still got his long ponytail, still very much Paul Holmes…….and that’s also 

the first time I saw Shack [sp], so….and Shack’s [sp] somebody that I work with to 

this day, but mainly in a radio capacity; we never did really get together with much 

more music….so yeah where’s that brought us to; where are we now?

TW:

Well you’re through Fez, Broadcast…….you’re still in Halifax

AJC:
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Still in Halifax, yeah, I’m still in Halifax; I stayed in Pear Street for quite some time, 

but the partying died eventually, after two and a half years and several 

people….because a mate of mine, Sean [sp], also came there; there were other bands 

which I’d almost forgotten about actually.  There was……a friend of mine, Sean [sp], 

Sean [sp] Williams who now lives in Malvern I think it is, and they….he…..that’s it, 

when I went out with Debs, before Paul even moved in, I had to take a job; she said 

‘you’re gonna have to get a job’ because I was on the dole, and so I thought ‘oh I’ll 

just apply for any job’ so I applied…..for the first job I saw which was at the DSS, or 

DHSS at the time, in Huddersfield as a Clerical Assistant; I thought it was a Clerical 

Officer actually.  I thought ‘why not, okay; sounds easy enough; got to do something’ 

so I was quite chuffed by this and celebrated the night before, a little too heavily, 

massive hangover the next day and I had a zoot suit which came up to here; it was 

hardly appropriate but in Lincoln a lot of people wore zoot suits and really old 1950’s 

jazz clothes, and so I thought ‘well it’s the only one I’ve got’ so I looked a bit strange, 

and I had to run up the hill because I was late for this interview, and then eventually 

got there and I was absolutely parched, and in the interview I was looking at this 

carafe of water and I was licking my lips a little bit because I was dry as hell and they 

said ‘you can have a drink of water if you want’ and I fills my glass three times and 

downs it [laughing] and drank the lot - this was the beginning of the interview – and 

they carry on sort of like asking me sort of silly questions; one was ‘how would you 

say that sort of like geographically Lincoln differs from Halifax?’ I did A Level 

Geography and one of the things I did really do was Economic Geography, so I went 

into this thing called Chris Starmer’s Theory of Urban Revolution and…..and 

described it all; it’s something to do with….I can’t remember now…..something to do 

with splitting everything up into hexagons; you split conurbations up into hexagons, 

so I went into this and they’re like…….it was not what they expected at all [laughing]

….I answered them completely literally, and then they eventually said ‘why do you 

wanna become a……do the job’ I said ‘well I feel I’m really good at working with 

people’ and things like that, and they said ‘well you’ve got to be good at working with 

people if you’re a Clerical Assistant’ I said ‘I thought it was a Clerical Officer’ so I 

even got the job title completely wrong, but ‘there’s no way I’m gonna get this job’ 

and I thought ‘well maybe good’ but they must have been desperate because they did 

actually phone me back and I was on a list of sorts and started working there; never 

my cup of tea, but I met Sean [sp] Williams there and….and…….and so he was a bit 
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down on his luck; he’d split with his wife and he was saying ‘can I stay at yours for a 

couple of weeks’ and I says ‘course you can mate’ so me and him were sort of like 

thick as thieves; we both joined the union and then, because there was a big party 

going on permanently, that I didn’t want to miss out on; we were both often off sick 

on a regular basis, often together, and of course if they ever came and…..and some of 

them got a bit annoyed and said, you know……’can’t have this’ because once we was 

in Blackpool; we all sort of like went…..we was together with two other lasses; we 

weren’t going out, we were just having a great time, and we all decided to phone in 

sick so we could go to Blackpool, so we went to Blackpool and me and Sean [sp]went 

back to work a couple of days later because we had a day to get over Blackpool, as 

you do…….and [laughing] this woman was not very happy with us and she was 

saying ‘what were you doing at Blackpool then?’….. ‘what do you mean?’….. ‘what 

were you doing in Blackpool?  You were in Blackpool weren’t you because I saw 

you’….. ‘yeah we was in Blackpool; what’s the problem?’ she said ‘well you were off 

sick!’ and we said ‘that’s right; doctor’s orders……he said ‘go and get a bit of the old 

sea air’ she says ‘what both of you?’ we said ‘well we both felt a bit [incomp], we 

both share the same place….you know, these things just pass around’ [laughing]

….and they said ‘right’ and they got very angry about this…. ‘we’re gonna see our 

union representative about this’ and they said ‘I think you should’ we says ‘well we 

will’ and they said ‘well I really think you should’….. ‘we will!’ I says ‘do you know 

who our union representative is?’ they went ‘no’ I says ‘there’s two of ‘em – 

me….and him’ [laughing]….we were the union representatives…..we says ‘we’ll 

have a meeting and we’ll have a talk with ourselves about it and we’ll make sure that 

it comes up at the next meeting; see you later’ so it was like….and I think we took the 

next day off sick, through stress…..eventually it got to the stage where….I think we 

were allowed…oh it must have been…..I think it was a year or even two years before 

they actually…..you had to go…..to see their doctor to prove there was nothing wrong 

with you; I’d seen something on….Only Fools and Horses about irritable bowel 

syndrome, and the fact that it’s almost traceless, and you can have any symptom and it 

seems to go with it, and I thought ‘brilliant….great, I’ll use that’ so I used to put 

irritable bowel syndrome on the forms when I was sick, and irritable bowel syndrome 

and eventually it would be…yeah, you guessed it, irritable bowel syndrome…..yeah, 

definitely, irritable bowel syndrome once more!  It was just getting stupid and I 

thought ‘well they’ll have to suss it out eventually’ you know…..and the [incomp], 
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my officer above, absolutely loved me, because he knew what I was doing – he 

absolutely knew what I was doing, and he’d have me in his office, and I remember 

once I’d come in at two o’clock in the afternoon and I was supposed to have been 

there at nine or something like that; he said ‘go on then, what’s your excuse?’ I says 

‘it’s not an excuse, it’s the truth’ he says ‘go on, give me the truth’ I says ‘right, and 

this is the truth’ I says ‘I had a dream….and the dream was that I was at work, and I 

went through an entire day at work doing all this mundane stuff that you want us to 

do’ and I says ‘then I woke up and can you imagine my distress, to find I’d done a full 

day’s work and I have to come here again!’ and he says ‘oh my God’ he says ‘off you 

go’ [laughing]…..and it was the truth.  Eventually though, I had to leave and it was 

like on the day that sort of like the…..well on the week that they wanted me to go to 

see their doctor and I thought, you know ‘game’s up isn’t it; game’s up, I’ll have to 

come clean’ so I wrote them a resignation letter which was comical…..cos they all 

had sort of like little acronyms there, sort of like it would be, you know, AA would be 

Adminastrive Assistant, CEO….it was all that kind of stuff, so at the end of my……I 

think my, something like, my resignation letter saying ‘I’d like to say what a pleasure 

it has been working with you all.  However, we all know this is not true’ and 

eventually it said ‘as you probably know, the task of humble Administrative Assistant 

is hardly my cup of tea’ and then I said something about my potential of going into 

music and saying ‘one day this might come to fruition and I will be in the position to 

offer you free tickets to an up and coming gig’ and this was going at the end of it…..I 

signed it ‘Yours Faithfully or whatever…..A J Creedy AA GONE’ [laughing]…..and 

the boss, the boss, the guy at the very top of the building who you hardly ever saw, for 

the first time ever, came down and shook my hand, and says ‘oh we’ve all had a great 

laught with your resignation letter’ he says ‘we’ve photocopied it and put it up all 

around the building’ [laughing]….and they had….he says ‘I really do wish you luck 

mate’ he says ‘obviously this is not the choice for you; I can see you’ve got far more 

potential than that’

TW:

Have you ever written a song about that?

AJC:
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No I never have; I never have written a song about that actually; not that I’m aware of 

anyway [laughing]…..I should do really because it was hilarious, and eventually left 

there; went to get signed on again and started to do a bit more music, and went back to 

the party, which finished two and a half years later; we took…..Sean [sp]would bring 

in another person from the street that he’d met that was homeless or something like 

that and I’d go ‘go on then he can stay’…eventually the bloody floor was full of 

people and I’d have my room upstairs…Paul would have his room, then downstairs 

was basically where anybody wanted to sleep; never did ask any money off them, I 

don’t know why; I think I’ve always been a bit over generous really, but…..you know, 

we just carried on; I never asked any money off anybody and I just let them stay 

and…..they created a mess and occasionally we’d have to sort of put our feet down 

and say ‘come on guys, can you help us tidy up?’ you know, and occasionally they 

would, but yeah, eventually that closed down and I was left in…..I think at that 

time….what was I doing at the time….Sean [sp] and myself….and his girlfriend 

Laurel who also slept downstairs, so they couldn’t go to bed at night until we went to 

bed, and then they’d put all the cushions together; they had this big elastic thing, a 

cover, that would keep all the cushions together, and that was their bed for the night. 

We played in the band; we used to practise upstairs in the bedroom, called  The Creed 

and The Colour…..and we used to introduce it and say ‘we’re called The Creed and 

the Colour because the name don’t matter…..and we’ll be there…..after the hymn’ 

[laughing]…….which funnily when we used to sing in assembly at school, it used to 

be…the song is [singing] ‘and the creed and the colour and the name don’t matter, I 

was there’ and when it got to the bit about creed, everybody that knew me, which was 

quite a few people, used to shout ‘creed’ so it would be ‘and the creed and the colour 

and the name don’t matter’ and the headmaster would look up and he’d never 

understand what was going on, but that was what was going on, so The Creed and 

The Colour.....which was peculiar because we hadn’t got…he was the drummer, Sean 

[sp] was a frustrated drummer really because he hadn’t got a drum kit; we hadn’t got 

any money, we were all skint; couldn’t afford to buy a drum kit; couldn’t borrow one, 

hadn’t even thought of it; I’d updated my [incomp] it was a nice four channel, all lit 

up in green with a speaker that somebody had made me, which I actually carried 

across Wandsworth Common when I left Croydon…..along with big canvasses…..I 

was a donkey; I’ve always been a bit of a donkey as far as carrying stuff….all across 

Wandsworth Common to get a lift from my…..cousin’s husband or whatever when I 
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moved back to Lincoln…anyway, I’d still got this thing so we had a PA…..and 

he…..he didn’t have any drum kit but he eventually bought…the first thing he could 

find was he went in the Argos catalogue……and[incomp] and he found this thing 

called a Yamaha DD10 which has got loads of drum pads on it, and you can assign 

different sounds to these drum pads; it was a cheap drum….well drum machine but it 

had loads of pads, and he played on this and what he worked out was you could 

actually pre-programme it and do it live, near enough, so he’d play on this drum 

machine, plug that into the thing and that’s what he’d play on, and he got quite adept 

at this; his girlfriend, Laurel, could sing a little bit, and she did more of the ooh-aahs 

behind what I was doing so I’d do the main vocals and the guitar; I’d use a sampler 

pedal which was quite swish for those days really, a Yamaha thing, a Yamaha DD10; I 

tried to buy one recently….you can get ‘em, but it would do….was it…..I think it was 

about….I don’t know if it was in two seconds, maybe it might have been two or three 

seconds of sample, which was fine because it means that with the volume pedal you 

can just fade in like a keyboard sound and then lock it and you’d have somebody to 

play at the top of, so I’d use this quite skilfully over the top and the whole piece of 

music was basically me and the drum machine; we needed a bassist so we….we 

advertised and instantly this guy came in, and he was called Paul Walsh [sp], and we 

called him Turtle……he did look like a turtle; he looked like Touche Turtle a little bit;  

he had……he had these little round glasses, and I don’t know…..he did look like a 

turtle; you could almost imagine him with a little beak; he had a beaky sort of mouth,  

it wasn’t very big, and he still can’t remember why he said this, but he did actually 

say ‘I want you to call me Turtle’ and he doesn’t remember this, but it could have 

been worse; it could have been ‘I want you to call me Shirley….I want to have babies’ 

you know, it wasn’t that; it was…..and he doesn’t remember him saying this; he’s 

often said ‘why do you call me Turtle?’ and we says ‘you told us to call you Turtle’…. 

‘and it’s stuck… you call me bloody Turtle now’ so he’s still called Turtle to this day, 

but he was…..he was a great lad, good bassist, so this was the band; this was The 

Creed and The Colour’, and we used to practise upstairs, in my bedroom…..which 

was blue walls, sky blue walls; it was when we pretty much moved out….yeah, it was 

pretty much when we moved in……but there’d…..there’d been……posters on there 

and we’d taken blutac off, so rather than repainting the room which was expensive; I 

couldn’t afford that much paint, but I did have some white paint thought, that 

somebody had given me for free, so I painted clouds to cover up….to obliterate….so I 
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had this lovely cloud that was like sitting in the heavens, to cover up where all the 

blutac had been [laughing]…..so this was where we played.  Next door neighbours 

weren’t that keen on it, but they’d sort of got used to us by now, and…..we was 

partying all the time, so…..so yeah we practised in there; we did a few gigs and they 

sort of…..they loved it, it was very alternative; well ahead of its time; nobody was 

using drum machines, not as cheap as that anyway…..and it was a live drum machine 

as well so it was, even though it was quite cheap, it was…..it was really peculiar cos I 

was writing some very expansive pieces that……that totally changed; the time 

signatures would shift slightly here and there to say the least, they were long pieces; 

to this day I still write very long pieces of music, and…..yeah we did….we did play a 

few gigs including a friend of mine’s….a guy unfortunately called…..well his family 

name’s Sleigh [sp], and his parents decided to call him Bob…….and he’s recently got 

married…..in 2012; this was his first marriage and he invited us along as the band, to 

play, and he loved us….to play at…..he was a resident of Pear Street so he used to 

come round all the time, and get rather squiffy with us, and…..and so, yeah, Bob got 

us to do this…..this wedding, upstairs at the Brearley Bends, just…..not far from 

where we are now really, a pub now closed unfortunately, just near Ludd Foot, and

TW:

The Grove?

AJC:

The Grove it’s called, yeah…..yeah, so upstairs in there was a function room, that’s 

where we did the gig, that’s where we did the wedding; it was rather peculiar, and we 

couldn’t quite work out why he wanted us to play a wedding cos although some of the 

tunes were okay, we never did any cover versions; to this day I still don’t do cover 

versions; I can see the point of doing somebody else’s music; you don’t know what 

their intent was when they wrote it, so I tend to avoid it.  I’ve been forced to do it in 

the past, but never really enjoyed it…..but one of the songs we thought was 

particularly inappropriate and the one he wanted the most was called Chapatti Kittens  

…..and it was a little story that I created; there was basically…..in fact I think we just 

did it one night when we was pretty stoned, me and Sean [sp], and it was…..it was 

about the….this story of some people that were……poor and on the dole, students I 

think, and they were really hungry, and a car had run down a kitten and because it was 
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dead - they didn’t believe in death - they ate it, and so it was called Chapatti Kittens; 

it was quite cruel [laughing] and Sean [sp] wrote the lyrics to it which went something 

like ‘you’re furry you’re black’….what was it…. ‘you’re furry you’re black, and 

you’re flat’…. ‘you’re furry you’re black and you’re flat on your back in the road 

now.  You’ve had all your dinner, but you’re looking thinner, you’d look well in my 

frying pan now.  Chapatti kitten’s covered in oil, covered in something, chapatti 

kitten’s covered in blood, covered in goo’ [laughing] so it was a comedy thing, but it 

was quite…it was quite an eastern sort of…..sound; very very peculiar, again, quite 

ahead of its time; almost Moroccan, which was odd….so, they loved this, even with 

the odd lyrics and they all sung along to Chapatti Kittens and I thought ‘this is really 

odd – a wedding, singing Chapatti Kittens [laughing]….fair enough, fair enough, but 

that was effectively the first band over here, one of the first bands on my own over 

here, apart from doing my own solo stuff [incomp] and supporting other people……

so, that went on for a little while and eventually Sean [sp] moved….Sean [sp] got a 

drum kit; he actually got some money, not much, and bought this cheap, shoddy drum 

kit; it was appalling, it was really really nasty, and I think he…he ended 

up…..somebody gave him some drumsticks, which came from….I think his parents 

lived down in Malvern, where he lives now, and has done for years, and the 

drumsticks actually came from the drummer of one of my favourite bands which is 

XTC, so we had XTC’s drumsticks which I thought was fantastic; didn’t make the 

drums sound any better, they were crap, but we got a little mill - I think they do this 

nowadays - a practice room in Sowerby Bridge, which is opposite the…..the waste 

site, the waste disposal site, and we used to play in there, and Fez also played in there 

all; it was all quite incestuous really along the way, so we played in this place 

and…..horrible, horrible place with just bare bricks….breezeblock walls, a little bit 

damp but it was alright you know, it wasn’t too bad.  We were luckier than most cos a 

lot of people got their stuff nicked from there; it was regularly broken into, but there 

wasn’t anywhere else to play really, so we was in there, and by this time we 

were….we’d changed our name…..and yeah, the bassist had stuck with us; I think 

Laurel had moved on, who was the backing singer doing the ooh-aahs, and so we had 

this crap drum kit, my not very good PA [chuckling], some borrowed microphones; 

there’s a long trail of poverty here…..the bassist and myself, and we….we formed a 

band called Neat Eric, and for some reason this was just a little phrase that Sean [sp] 

used to have; if something was really good he’d go ‘ah, neat Eric’…..never did 
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understand it, but I thought it was quite a nice name for a band so we were called 

Neat Eric; I think previous to that we was called Think……not that it really 

worked….but Neat Eric, so Neat Eric ……Sean [sp] really loved…..he got me 

into……lots of jazz and Gong and stuff like that….Steve Hillage and Herbie 

Hancock, and stuff that I’d never heard before, and got me into alternative  time 

signatures and….so this band was based around just doing alternative time signatures 

and….a lot of songs that we did were based around this, and I’d written stuff that 

was….that was so complicated that I could rarely get to the end of it, nor could Sean 

[sp], but we loved it, so we kept playing….kept playing with this stuff, and to this day 

nobody ever did get to hear it and I don’t think I’ve got a copy of any of it

TW:

Oh really?  Not at all?

AJC:

Not at all.  I think

TW:

Not even the….was it just music or were there lyrics to it as well?

AJC:

I might have some of the lyrics somewhere, and yeah, I can vaguely remember how to 

play some of the songs, a couple of the songs…..so one was in like five-four timing; I 

can vaguely remember that, how to play that stuff……and…yeah, but there was a 

lot….I mean I think we did play a couple of the tunes that I played with 

previous…..the previous band I was with called The Creed and The Colour, and there 

was a few of the stuff that I originally did solo that I brought through into The Creed 

and The Colour, and still being used in Neat Eric, but we….we never did go out and 

play live; we….we were just never confident enough to do it; we just never thought 

we was good enough, but all the bands used to come in and listen to us and go ‘bloody 

hell’….they were just like mesmerised and……not surprised that we could rarely get 

to the end of it!  I don’t think they ever noticed any mistakes, but we did, and it was 

just like murderously difficult bits we created for ourselves, but it had to be so…..so 

we never did go anywhere further from that, and…..but I stuck with it and then Sean 
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[sp] eventually, I think….. ultimately cut if off; he went to Malvern and then he went 

down south; he….he’d met a girl and that was it; he went down south.  I think he’s 

married with kids…..now, and we just lost touch, as I have with a lot of people over 

the years, because for me, even though I’ve had loads of friends, sometimes when 

everyone…..usually when they’ve had kids strangely, I just lose touch with them; not 

deliberately, it just happens that way, and even though nowadays everybody’s 

completely mad on sort of having so many friends on Facebook and things, personally 

I’d rather keep a comfortable amount in the focus and the circle that I’m in at the 

time, and……when I see the other ones that’s brilliant, but otherwise I’d spend my 

entire life trying to keep in touch with friends and not do anything, so……that was 

one thing, so Sean [sp] was off, and Turtle was still around, and….I think Laurel was 

still around, and……oh…..what happened then……we did another band and I can’t 

actually remember what it was called………this is a difficult one…..so we’re still in 

there…..yeah…..was it Eclipse…….oh what was that band? [laughing]…....we did 

play…..I was doing my solo thing, and I remember my prize poss007Aession that I 

got when I was in Pear Street, was this red 335….cherry red 335 electric guitar, and 

that’s what I was using…..that’s what I was using with Neat Eric before Sean [sp] 

left, and left me with this house in Pear Street, the party house; the party was dying …

and….one night, just right at the end of being at Pear Street, I mean the house literally 

was pretty trashed for anybody that moved into it, to the extent that….. [incomp] the 

carpet, and when I moved the sofa, I was thinking ‘what’s all this basmati rice doing 

underneath the sofa?’  Never even had a curry or rice or anything like that, then I 

noticed it was moving, and it was moth larvae, so the carpet had been taken up and it 

was dumped outside; bare boards, there was nothing in there, the last residents of the 

party had gone, I was in there on my own, feeling a bit lonely and a bit lost, and my 

only prize possession was in the corner, this cherry red 335 guitar, and I was in town 

and there was this friend of mine….of a sort, that I knew, and this guy that was…..I 

didn’t really trust, well I didn’t really know him that much, but this guy, Mick, he sort 

of said ‘can he stay at your house tonight?  He’s just a bit….he hasn’t got 

anywhere’…… I went ‘well for you Mick, I will do’ he says ‘he’s alright and stuff’ so 

he stayed on the sofa, I went to bed; the next day I got up; he’d gone and so had my 

guitar…….so I’d had my only thing in the entire house that was worth taking, he’d 

buggared off with it.  Police came round and said ‘yeah, we know who he is’ and they 

says ‘he’s probably half way to Blackpool now, but we know who he is’ I says ‘well is 
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there anything you can do about it’ they went ‘got to say you’ll probably never get 

your guitar back’ I went ‘ah, brilliant’ so I’d lost the only thing of value in my life at 

that time, and I was thinking ‘right, well what do I do here?’ and I think I’d got…I’d 

been waiting to see if I could get an acoustic guitar, and Les, out of Fez, had a shop, 

Piece Hall Music

---------------

TW:

Creedy take Two

AJC:

So, the 335 guitar was stolen and never got back; had to find a solution; it was that 

time in my life, as I say, that the room……there was nothing there, and it was quite 

sad; everybody that had…..the final few people that had gone into Pear Street were all 

gone and there was just me, and it was expensive to keep the place going.  I think 

previously we had a drum kit in there on a wooden floor, and I think the neighbours 

got so annoyed, we didn’t hear them one night, and they claimed they were bashing 

on the glass door, double glazed door, so hard that their hand went through the 

window, but to be quite honest it looked like a brick to me…..there were the sort of 

skiing types; they used to have skis on top of their car, and they weren’t very happy 

with us, and to be honest I can’t blame them…..beg forgiveness guys, sorry about that 

one

TW:

So did you ever get your guitar back?

AJC:

No.  Never got it back, so

TW:

Oh right.  Carry on.

AJC:
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Never got that guitar back……so, again, I didn’t have any cash but I think I moved to 

a……did I move to….I went to Piece Hall Music and asked Les to see if he could find 

me an acoustic guitar, because I’d seen him so many times in Piece Hall Music; we 

used to jam up there, which was how I got into Broadcast all that time back; the 

bassist said ‘can you come and play in our band?’…..so, Les phoned me up and said 

‘I’ve got this guitar, this acoustic guitar for you’ and I went ‘is this a Takamine?’ and I 

hadn’t heard of it at the time; it was quite a good guitar; it’s here now……and so I 

thought ‘right’ so I got this acoustic guitar and I thought ‘that’ll do…..I’ll form an 

acoustic band’….no, I’d got this before the 335 actually, now I remember, so all I had 

left in my room I think I had the acoustic guitar, and I thought ‘right I’ve got the 

acoustic guitar’ I couldn’t do any of the electric stuff that I was doing, so I……. 

thought ‘I’ll form an acoustic band’ and I moved house……not so far after that, to a 

place called Mile End [??] which was just up the road from where I was…..and my 

cat; there was me and this ginger tom called Red; he was……he was…. a party cat; he 

used to……there was a little bit of smoking going on in the room occasionally and the 

cat was hooked on this, and he would actually sit and breathe in……and follow it 

round the room, and occasionally, as he got to the top of the sofa, he’d go woah! 

[falling off] and he’d look as if ‘oh I meant to do that, I meant to do that’….tough cat; 

I saw him outside many a time, with…. [incomp] underneath a car, he’d got one cat 

pinned to the inside of the wheel and he was backing off with another paw, with the 

other paw, another one, and I’d go ‘alright Red’ and he’s still turn round and say 

‘hello’…I thought ‘what a cool cat’……so I took him up to this other house, and not 

long after that he left me as well; it was quite sad, because he’d been my mate, but I 

watched him go and I always knew he was off, and I sort of followed him for a bit and 

I thought ‘right, he’ll either come back or’ and he didn’t, and I remember being really 

sad and sort of calling his name out when I was drunk and being in tears… ‘red’ 

[wailing] you know, in the night, and he never did come back…..I did find him 

once…..he was……he’d shacked up a bit further on with this old lady and I thought 

‘well, I can’t take him away from her; he’s probably doing her a big service’ and he 

obviously didn’t want to come back with me; he said ‘hello’ to me then he buggared 

off; very clever cat; he used to sit on the end of my bed when I was ill; didn’t leave 

me alone; very clever cat; but anyway, that’s the cat.  So there was me, completely on 

my own in here, with an acoustic guitar, and I thought ‘right, sod it, I’m forming 

another band’ and it seemed like it was almost in the same week.  Turtle was up for 
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playing bass, and a guy called Jez Hellands [sp] and his girlfriend Nicky……McCard 

[sp] I think her name was, now married, so both Hellands [sp]…..they turned up, and 

he plays percussion - he was heavily into folk – he had a band called Hills Like White  

Elephants which was a folk set up really; I wasn’t that heavily into folk music; I 

always found it a bit over the ear and [singing] ‘when my lassie comes home’……but 

I started looking to folk a little bit more as a result of Jez, and he played great 

percussion; he could sing, he was great with harmonies; she used to sing really well, 

she was great with harmonies; Laurel was still around out of the previous band, who 

did the ooh and aahs; now there was two of them doing the ooh and aahs, so we had 

two backing vocalists and me, the bassist and this percussionist guy, and we started 

off a band, and we practised in….in the room where we were there, and…..we were 

called Eclipse….which at the time was quite an original name.  Shortly after that 

though, and again it’s a bit like……… the sign writing thing; as soon as I learnt sign 

writing they came up with the plastic cut-out letters; as soon as I came up with the 

name Eclipse, everything was called Eclipse…..there was the Ford Eclipse car, there 

was the washing machine The Eclipse, it was just everything was called Eclipse, it 

was like…..really stupid…..but we went out and played; we did a…..we used to play 

at the….The  Puzzle quite a lot, and we used to play at The Woodcock quite a lot 

actually; [incomp] The Woodcock now I think of it….The Woodman Inn that’s now 

no more……just beyond Eastwood; we used to play there quite a lot as Eclipse, and 

they used to book us quite regularly really, even though again, we used to do mainly 

our own music, self-penned by me, and the band would sort of come up with their 

version of it; I think we had a cover version that we did which was Make Me Smile by 

Cockney Rebel which we did a version of, and we did Norwegian Wood which we did, 

because it’s a very short song, Norwegian Wood, great tune; always loved it, but to 

make it a little bit different we did it in three different……tempos, so it would start of 

normal, then when we got to the end of that it would speed up and we do another 

version of it, then the end of it was ridiculously fast, and audiences really liked that, 

so you know, at least they could……you know, grasp on something, so we only did 

two cover versions, but we got booked for quite a few things, and…..the posters, I 

designed the posters, and what I’d thought of Eclipse, you know…..orbs….so I had 

these orb shapes, so the letter ‘e’ would be shadowed out so it looked like a……and 

the ‘l’ would be like a curve, and the ‘i’ would be like a curve with a dot sort of like 

on it, so all these were joined together to make the word Eclipse, so this was on the 
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wall in the pub, in The Woodcock in Halifax, down Gibbet Street, and one guy said 

once, he said ‘what you called? Ecogoose?’…cos it wasn’t that readable really from a 

distance [laughing]; it was clever, but it wasn’t very readable, which is probably why I 

should have done graphics; it just didn’t, so…..that’s quite a nice name that….so this 

place where I was staying, I had to get a lodger, and a guy called Adam, and we used 

to call him Taff, cos he was Welsh [laughing], and…..clever….and he was quite happy 

being called Taff, and he stayed with me, and he says ‘ah, it’s like a cartoon character’ 

and he did a sort of drawing of what he thought Ecogoose looked like and I sort of 

says ‘wouldn’t mind that’ so I sort of did a version of it myself, this….so it was this 

big sort of….fat-bellied goose…..with sort of like a…..an aphro, and….something 

hanging out the corner of its beak, and underneath its wing was the world, and this 

was….ended up being the album cover; under its arm was the world, and under its 

other wing was a pink feather duster……and it was dusting it off in space, so 

Ecogoose [laughin]….so this was the….we eventually did a recording…..so what did 

we do…..I think we did it for….it was very cheap…..I think we were just 

experimenting….that was it, yeah…there was a friend of ours, or of theirs, of Jez and 

Nicky’s, who worked at a place that did a lot of stuff, making electronics for the BBC 

in Burnley, can’t remember what it was called now, and they’d got this….cutting edge 

thing that was….a hard disc digital recorder, of course nowadays very common, but at 

the time never heard of, so this machine was there and we’d never seen anything quite 

like it, and he wanted to test it out so he chose us to test it out on, because [incomp], 

so he came on to the practice room in Sowerby Bridge; by this time we’d moved to a 

slightly bigger one with big metal doors - very safe – Fez was in there, and…..and he 

recorded us over…..I think it was over….it might have been just one…..one 

day…..might have been a couple of days; over the weekend anyway, so we did 

everything live and he just recorded it, and then we went over to……to wherever it 

was….Burnley I think it was, and we were there for the sort of mixing side of it, and 

we came out with the first album which was called Out of Time…..if we’d have 

looked a bit further we’d have realised that REM also came out with an album called 

Out of Time [laughing], but it didn’t matter; it was Ecogoose and it was quite obvious 

with this huge goose with a blue rinse perm that, you know, it was us, the cassettes 

went really really well, lots of people really liked it; in fact James Bragg, the local 

musician, he always loved; in fact we’ve always got on; some people haven’t, but I’ve 

always got on because we’ve got this musical thing; he loved it; he said ‘the first four 
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tracks on that album inspired me so much’ he said ‘and still to this day one of my 

favourite four tracks’….so, the album went fairly well, and….so from not having an 

electric guitar, suddenly we had this band…..which had become Eclipse, then Kev 

went on to become Ecogoose…..we did a Battle of the Bands competition in….in The 

Coliseum in Halifax……and there was Fez on the bill who we loved…..I think there 

was Little Big Man…..and I can’t remember all of the bands but, they were all 

brilliant, and we got onto stage and…..being an acoustic band we had a certain set up, 

but Jez used to have this set up where he’d have two congas here and an extendable 

foot pedal for his bass drum which would be at the other end of the stage, so he could 

actually run across and play a snare [sp] drum on that pedal, but he could also play the 

congas and keep the bass drum going, so we hadn’t got that; we’d got a drum kit and 

we’d had to use the same drum kit and all the same amps, which was a bit testing for 

us because these were all electric bands and we were acoustic, so….we had to go for 

it; I think I ended up plugging my acoustic guitar into a….a Marshall stack…….not 

the most acoustic sounding amps in the world; they do now, but not at the time – 

Marshall stack – so everything sounded really strange; suddenly it was a drum kit 

behind it; suddenly there was a little bit of distortion to the guitar…there was a guy 

called Steve Marsden….again, local musician, he was a multi-instrumentalist; he 

came and joined us as Ecogoose, and he used to play laptop steel, mandola….every 

week he’d turn up to record the…..the practice with a completely different piece of 

retro kit, you know, little min reel to reels and stuff like that; he’d have really old 

pedals; to this day he still likes his old weird stuff….which was fine, so we was all 

there; we did the…..the gig and came off and went ‘bloody hell that sounded strange 

don’t you think?’ the audience loved it and we thought ‘that’s not really how we’re 

supposed to sound’….so it came to the results and we’re all sat there; I think I was 

going out with a girl called Francis at the time [incomp] and then he says ‘and the 

winners….Ecogoose’…..and we all looked at each other and went ‘they’ve got it 

wrong…..they’ve got it wrong…..Fez were playing…..they’ve got it wrong’….and of 

course we went up and….. ‘well thank you very much’….we’d won it; it was like we 

couldn’t believe it, but everybody said it was such a great performance….. ‘it’s not 

really us’…..I have actually got a recording of that; we did actually get a recording of 

it, and I must admit it does sound quite good [chuckling]……which I was quite 

impressed by; I never realised; but of course, all these years distant from it, I’ve 

forgotten about the….. ‘surely you don’t like this’ you know, but we won it, and I 
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think we got a free recording but we never did take it….take it up for some reason; 

I’ve no idea why, but we got The Courier coming along and they wanted to take a 

picture of us and they did the usual standard thing….. ‘hold your instruments lads and 

stand on the bridge, we’re gonna’…. ‘that’s a bit clichéd…’….. ‘no that’s how we 

want you’ so there we are, so there’s a picture of us just stood there with the guitar and 

things like that - I used to hate those kind of photographs - typical Courier, but 

[laughing]….at least we got [incomp] as well; I think at the time I said the best thing 

I’ve seen in The Courier is fish and chips, but…….apart from us, and….so yeah, we 

[incomp] and people were getting quite interested in what we did, but at the time, 

Turtle the bassist wasn’t very well and…..he was suffering from depression and it was 

getting worse and…eventually…and the band was sort of getting annoyed with him, 

but I would support him and…..and I wouldn’t….so if he wasn’t available for 

practice, I wouldn’t practise….I wouldn’t do anything cos I was supporting Turtle, 

and eventually he sectioned himself……

TW:

Really yeah?

AJC:

Yeah.  He went completely doolally and sectioned himself, so…again, the rest of the 

band was saying ‘we’ll get the bassist’ and I’m saying ‘no…..no; give him something 

to aim towards….when he comes out he’s got something’ and they all says ‘no way’ 

so, the band split up as a result of it, and I sort of stuck to my guns and would not 

allow it to happen, so band split up; Turtle eventually does get better and….when he 

comes out, as I promised, I said ‘do you fancy….are you ready to play?’ and he went 

‘yeah’…..so I got together another band, so…..I can’t for the life of me think who the 

first drummer was in this band, but it was….it was called….I called it The Landing 

Party…..loved Star Trek…loved Star Trek……and I often thought of….I was quite 

into sort of like…..I’ve always been into weird stuff, aliens and things 

especially…..and…..so I mean some of the songs that I was doing with….Ecogoose, 

one was…..was about…..the fact that sort of…..Truman, the President, had covered 

up quite an awful lot and there’s a vast amount evidence for this…..about alien 

involvement and…..so one of the band, one of the songs, one of the ones that James 

[??] liked particularly was this one; very strange, weird, spooky song…….and…..and 
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so yeah, so I…..I’d got this thing still going and so The Landing Party was perfect, 

you know…..you know, we’re there to sort of greet you; we’re the Landing Party, and 

I used to get really annoyed because people used to introduce as Landing Party and 

we’d go ‘it’s THE Landing Party’ – didn’t make any sense without ‘the’ as far as I 

was concerned, although Pink Floyd used to be The Pink Floyd and that doesn’t sound 

right, but anyway….so we got together and…so there was me and Turtle as bass 

and……yeah, I’m trying to think who else was in there…..ah that was it, yeah…..we 

had…..eventually we got in Pete Gillon [sp] who now plays with Fever Trees, has 

done stuff with Blues Revelator….great guitarist, really good guitarist, and he played 

with us….and we went through…I think there’s a story goes that we had eighteen 

drummers in about two years of The Landing Party, maybe two or three years; I think 

it’s pretty closer to twelve, but we did have a lot and we practised, and some were just 

terrible…..good enough drummers but…..as people, we just couldn’t work with them

TW:

Are you of the opinion then like….a lot of musicians, or drummers, are just a species  

unto their own?

AJC:

They do have a little edge; I mean I don’t know; I suppose if your main wish is 

to…..is to….beat things up on a regular basis……yeah, I don’t know, it does give you 

an edge [laughing]…….but….perhaps they’re a little bit unworkable and untenable 

sometimes, but……I don’t know, we’ve had certainly many good drummers…..Ady 

Boyle [sp] who to this…..now does drum machines…..great drummer, always loved 

him; he was one of my favourites because he was such a good drummer.  When The 

Landing Party split up, he wanted to reform it because he was that into it; never did, 

but……I remember there was a bunch of us, so there was Pete Gillon [sp]……and 

eventually……we had….we had a guy called…..oh, I can’t remember his name now; 

it’ll come to me, but he was…he was a complete pisshead……and he’d turn up , and 

he’d be….he’d always have loads of beer, and he’d…..I used to have a swig 

occasionally; I’d think ‘well, what the hell…..all for one’……and….I remember one 

gig with this guy…….we…..we was doing a wedding…..somebody’s wedding, no, a 

fortieth birthday, in this big place, and we’d taken….we’d borrowed this van, which 

we’d just managed to pack all of our equipment into, and he was…..he was absolutely 
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rat-arsed when he got there, and I remember…..so we played this gig…..and…he 

was…..he was there behind the drums, and it’s like…..there was a ripple of applause, 

and I remember us having to speed up and slow down to accommodate for the drums, 

and the drums were supposed to be keeping the rhythm; in practices he could do it, 

but it was like he was off his head, and you know, big red sort of [ra ra ra] and there 

was like a little ripple of applause and he shouted out ‘fucking clap you twats, come 

on!’ and I thought ‘oh God, no’….and it was quite a polite party…..and it was like ‘oh 

God’ and when we’d finished the gig, you know, I think there was free champagne 

and he just went round anybody with a bottle, and he sat in the middle of the floor ith 

this big bottle of champagne and I thought ‘oh God’….so eventually we sort of like 

we packed all the equipment in the van; we were not very happy with his….his 

behaviour, and he says ‘well how am I gonna get back?’ and we says ‘that’s alright; 

you’ll get a lift in the van’ and what we’d actually thought was ‘right, we’ll put him in 

the smallest space we possibly can, and just see how….if he just like gets anything’ so 

we did, and the last time I ever saw him, I think I bumped into him in town a few 

years later, but the last time we saw him with the band, we’d put him into this van and 

his face was pressed against the glass, it was that cramped in there; this red, ruddy, 

pissed face was…..didn’t notice anything;  he thought ‘ah, brilliant, they’ve given us a 

lift’ and we did just pack him into the back of the van and got rid of him [laughing]

…..and got another drummer; saw him years later and he did actually say…. ‘so, sorry 

I haven’t been in touch’ he says ‘so….are we up for a practice soon?’ and I thought 

‘oh I can’t believe you’ you know….but eventually…we got Pete Gillon [sp] who was 

still there, Turtle, and we got……it was……I think it was a Riverside gig in Hebden 

Bridge, and there was a band playing with this…..rasta guy playing on congas, and he 

just had a big smile on his face; he just had something that….I says…..I said to the 

rest of the band….I says ‘I want him to play with us’…… I said ‘I’m going to have a 

chat with him afterwards’ so I did; I went round and he was called Judah, Judah Allen 

[sp]……great guy, and I says ‘would you….would you go for it?’ so he did, so we got 

this….we was looking for this world sort of feel to the music, and…..and so he joined 

us….and it really picked up massively; we got Damon, who played with Fez, their 

drummer, came and played with us, and…..a fantastic drummer, and not your typical 

drummer, I hasten to add, by the fact that he’s very efficient, very very musical, and 

he used to come up with some fantastic musical ideas, and……when we went to 

record the album Making Faces for The Landing Party, which we’d just got some 
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money together and went and did it, he came up with a lot of the harmonies and he 

was brilliant; kept everything together and he recorded the album Making Faces with 

the whole lot of us; big popular band around Hebden Bridge; everybody loved 

Landing Party, you see I’m doing it now, and The Trades Club, we’ve played there 

loads of times; they always used to bring us in to big the crowds up; people loved 

us….. World On Your Doorstep, I think we did that as well, certainly did Riverside 

several times, and did Making Faces, which I think was only….I think there was 

only…..I think we’d only four to do, about five tracks, so that’s the only album we 

ever brought out which is a real shame because we’ve done loads of stuff; not many 

recordings of any of it, but we did loads and loads of stuff…I’ve got loads of cassettes 

still, which have loads of……recordings of these and I’ve actually put them in shelves 

this time, and eventually I’m going to listen to some of these things and maybe 

digitise them, but….so, The Landing Party was going really, really well; people were 

totally getting off on it…..and…..yeah, my girlfriend at the time, Jeanine, her mother 

became the manager of us….big mistake……huge, huge mistake; I’ll never do this 

ever again and I’ve…..I’ve persuaded other people never to go down these 

lines….basically, don’t get your partners involved in the band.  Pete, the guitarist, he 

had a girlfriend he was going out with at the time called Kate; she didn’t like Glenda 

who was the mother of Jeanine and the manager, and of course there was loads of 

problems, and everybody was getting involved in the arguments….apart from me, 

who would go and sit at the back and have a cup of tea…..and let them get on with it 

really, I thought…..and it was….to be quite honest I think you’d expect the band 

leader to sort of like put their foot down, but I never sort of thought I was a band 

leader even though I was writing all the stuff; I should have put my foot down a bit 

but I’m not like that at all, so I thought ‘well…..just let ‘em get on with it; I’m sure 

they’ll sort it out’…..yeah, it got very very bad…….to the extent that the whole band 

split up as a result of…..of her being involved and all this, and Pete used to get very 

very drunk and at gigs he would, even though he played brilliantly in practice, 

sometimes when he’d had a few too many, he made some really terrible lead guitar 

mistakes, but…..forgave him for that….but he was…he and Kate obviously were on 

one side and Jeanine and myself sort of on another; I wasn’t, but that’s the way it 

came across.  He fell out completely with…..with me; we got rid of Pete….we 

effectively sacked him….this was a band decision, and Pete was absolutely furious 

about this, and the whole band as a result… we didn’t do [incomp] Richard Dalby 
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[sp] came in for the first time and played the other guitar; we wanted keyboards, so he 

played a bit of keyboards; wasn’t really a keyboardist so it took a long time for him to 

learn, and….and he played a little bit of acoustic guitar which was amplified up and 

that was the new Landing Party….we had various different drummers after that, Steve 

Marsden being one of them, and so this was the new band; this was the new set up. 

Turtle was still there, I was still there, and there was Richard Dalby [sp] and several 

different drummers [laughing] up to about eighteen…..this was the new band; it had 

moved on.  Pete wasn’t very happy because we was playing stuff that we’d written 

together and….and he didn’t like that so eventually we stripped those out of the…..of 

the set and started putting in new stuff.  We could have written a lot more stuff but 

every time we lost a drummer and got a new one, we’d have to do a new version of 

the song, and have to go through it all again, so constantly redoing the songs so that 

we could play them, and we knew that the audience knew them so we had to sort of 

do them, but getting new stuff out was getting more and more difficult…….and 

eventually, that completely collapsed and I’m trying to think when The Landing Party 

eventually collapsed; it just didn’t….we were just getting there as well with it, again, 

as it all fell to pieces…….for the life of me I can’t remember now why; there was a 

very good reason, certainly the Pete thing was…..was one thing, but that….that 

all….it all…..all fell….it went ory [sp] [laughing]….didn’t work

TW:

Ory[sp] – what’s that?

AJC:

Ory [sp]….that was it….ory [sp]…..ory is like when it went a bit…..it collapsed; 

there was something a bit wrong….it was because……let me think about this…..swig 

of coffee….swig of coffee break………..yeah….so we had Steve who was with us, 

who wasn’t actually…..a drummer, but a great musician, but he was so nice to have 

around; we were very patient with him, sort of doing the stuff and…..he was lovely to 

have around….that was it……he…..he left….no, we had another drummer, sorry, 

there was another drummer; he left and…..Turtle….shortly afterwards sent me an e-

mail saying that if he was going, he was going as well, which left me with me and 

Richard, and Judah [sp], and I just….couldn’t think of anybody that could be a 

replacement bass; I was really angry at the time because he’d let me, after all these 
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years, I’d to wait for him to come out of….the psychiatric ward, after creating a band, 

after destroying a band before that, he let me know by e-mail that he didn’t want to be 

with us any more; I was really not very happy about that, and it was the way he did it; 

Richard was a bit more diplomatic but I was furious.  I said ‘no, sod him’ and I didn’t 

communicate with [incomp] for a long time; didn’t sort of say anything nasty, but 

didn’t communicate with him for a while, so there was me and Turtle left…..the 

jewellers is closing downstairs [laughing]….just in case you’re wondering…… 

and….and so yeah, there was me and Richard left and we started doing little bits and 

pieces together, and…..and eventually started to do…I started to do a lot more solo 

stuff and….Richard joined me on a lot of that, and we went out as a……as a double 

act at the time, again playing a lot of my stuff; we played a lot of the…..some of The 

Landing Party tunes, and still occasionally…..I’m trying to think what we’re playing 

nowadays….we’ve still got stuff in our armoury that was Landing Party, so me and 

Richard used to go out and do gigs together after all this; I used to do various other 

bits and pieces….I created a thing called Electronic Fest around here, because….it 

was basically Flanny [sp], a guy called Flanny [sp], we were sat in the pub one night 

and we was talking about….I’d started doing a bit of music technology; I’d moved 

in…I’d moved into Hebden Bridge; I was in Hebden Bridge for a while before that, I 

can’t quite remember how long I’ve been here now; fifteen odd years, and we shared 

a house together so we got to know each other and we started playing…….and yeah, 

so…..oh……threads……..let me think now……so we were sharing a house……we 

did that….oh yeah, Electronic Fest, so I was talking with Flanny [sp] and….at the 

time I was working on Reason, a bit of music making software, and I was fascinated 

by this; I’d finally got a computer; I’d moved in with Richard; we’d bought…..we 

were sharing a house together, three of us; we had to move out of that house and 

Richard decided to buy a house, and I could move into it, and I was his lodger, so we 

was in there together, and I had a computer because I was doing radio for the first 

time; I was working for Phoenix; we helped create Phoenix, me and Shack [sp], going 

back a little while; me and Shack [sp] sort of once met each other in The Puzzle and 

he says ‘what are you up to?’ and I says ‘well I’m thinking of doing hospital radio’ he 

says ‘I’m thinking of doing radio; that’s really weird’ so we both went to do training 

at hospital radio, and…..while we were doing that, the guy thought we were so ahead 

of the game that he says ‘oh we’re doing something called Phoenix’ he says ‘it’s live 

radio’ he says ‘forget the training’ he says ‘come and do that; you obviously know 
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what you’re doing’ so he just…...he just put us straight in on a late night show, and we 

used to do stuff that he didn’t know how to - this is why he put us in there – with 

computers, so we did…..we had sound beds, we had features, we had little characters 

we used to put in, and drop in….at the time on minidisc, and….he just couldn’t 

believe it; the late night show was a bit comic, but with really weird music and he 

loved it, so the next time he put us onto Drive Time and we ended up doing Drive 

Time, put us straight into highlight, and we used to do the weirdest Drive Time 

because we didn’t mention any traffic and travel, or weather; well we did, but the 

traffic and travel was a fictitious person called The Man In The Sky, and so we’d 

prerecord this, so Shack [sp] would say ‘now it’s over to The Man In The Sky with 

the traffic update’ and you’d get the sound of a helicopter behind, because he was 

saying ‘in our Phoenix helicopter, we’ve got The Man In The Sky’ so they’d go over 

to The Man In The Sky and he’d go [silly voice] ‘hello, I’m Shack [sp].  What’s going 

on down the road?’…… ‘what?’…. ‘what’s going on down the road?’…. ‘tell you 

what, my Aunty Alice’s azaleas need a bit of a trim’ and he’s say ‘no no, what’s that? 

Look down….oh no!’ [shouting] and he obviously had vertigo, so we never ever got 

any traffic news at all, none of it…..and the weather was…..was Judah [sp] again, 

Judah [sp], and Judah [sp] wanted to do this and he….so we had…..the jingle for…… 

‘so now it’s over to  Phoenix FM….weather update’ and it had this little bed 

underneath it, and at the end of it, it would go ‘shoosh…Phoenix FM weather’….we 

took out the middle bit and instead of it going into this bed, it went [singing] and 

Judah [sp] would give the weather; we did nine different weathers, and slotted ‘em in, 

because we thought ‘what’s the point?  Look out the window’…..so, we’d have things 

like Judah [sp] saying [Jamaican accent] ‘you think it’s cold…..you know why?  It’s 

your own fault, living in a place called Colderdale’…..and it would be a ridiculous 

thing; one of the ones he wanted to do was….and we said ‘are you sure about this?’ he 

says ‘I really wanna do it’…..it was like [Jamaican accent] ‘you think it’s 

dark…..almost as dark as me’ [laughing] and we said ‘are you sure you wanna do it?’ 

he says ‘it’s fine, it’s okay’….so we had different weathers and we used to put those 

in the day, anyway, that’s radio, and Phoenix was around at the time and that’s when 

we started using computers because we started training, and then moved into Dean 

Clough; eventually there was a big fall out….and we started that, and we started by 

doing…there was a job going for training there, and Shack [sp] was more experienced 

than I was in this one so he went for it, and I sort of….I went there voluntarily and 
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eventually got the job because I’d been working for them for about a year with not 

much money but [incomp], so we had nine computers in this place, people from 

random places; youth, you know, bad lads, people who wanted to go into college, 

older people, disable people, all walks of life came through here, and they all got 

trained in doing bits of software.  The first day I had to teach computers and I’d had 

an update; forty minutes was how long I got trained on how to use this piece of 

software which was Adobe Audition, and then I was teaching it, and managed to do it 

because sat next to Shack [sp] when he was working out this stuff that we did for 

ages, and…..and so I managed to get it until it came round to turning the computer off 

and I’d never turned one off before, so….I thought ‘there’s a big button there’ so I 

pressed that and [incomp] was there in the office, he was a bit of a pain in the arse, 

says ‘are you sure you’re supposed to turn computers off like that?’ I says ‘oh there’s 

several ways you can do it’ [laughing]….so Shack [sp] eventually says ‘there’s a thing 

called shut down’…. ‘oh okay’ [incomp] so I got into computers and eventually got 

enough money to…..to get a computer; I think it was as a result of the death of my 

father at the time actually, who left me some money and one bought the computer; no 

he bought the computer before he died……insistent on….I think the first amount of 

money went to bailing me out from some place that I ended up leaving, and I finally 

got some money through and this time I bought myself a computer, so I got a 

computer and that’s when I got into doing Reason; I started to do stuff which I started 

all these kids as well, and other people; adults and kids and the lot…..and so me and 

Flanny [sp] have got well into making music like this in the pub, and I says ‘how 

many people are sat in bedrooms doing just this?  Creating this music and nobody 

ever hears it’ and…..I says ‘apart from that there must be a lot of people doing 

computer visuals as well, and where are they?’….. so I decided to take this as a 

mission, so I created Electronic Fest and ….managed to get together a team of people; 

the first one…..somebody knew a visual artist and I thought ‘oh brilliant….brilliant’ I 

had this image of these big projections to this weird bleepy music, and so I had to 

meet this guy in the same pub, in The Fox and Goose, and…..never met him before; 

he’s called John, and so I went to the pub and some guy comes up to me with these 

big thick rimmed glasses and he can hardly see, and he went ‘are you Creedy?’ and I 

says ‘yes, who are you?’ and he says ‘I’m John’ and I thought ‘no…..no’…..I thought 

somebody was winding me up completely, so I had a chat with him and I thought ‘this 

guy knows his stuff’ and that’s all he can do; it was like incredible, and he would get 
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really close to the screen like that and do stuff, but what he produced was out of this 

world, and he used bits of film loop and….effects to make this incredible thing, which 

would go along with what people played musically, so Electronic Fest started and we 

used to have…..we had Joe, we had a guy called Joe Coates [sp] and Mick West [sp] 

who was a multi-instrumentalist, and he came up with some of the strangest 

performances; he had Furbies that he’d reprogrammed to swear and talk when you hit 

them across the head; he’d have Speak and Spell machines going through pedals; he’d 

have cassette players wired in wrong so they created a single [incomp] that he’d 

manipulate with pedals…..really peculiar stuff, all with these back sort of 

images…..and we did quite a few of those; became very popular…..and we did the 

first one for the Arts Fest and we had to go along to the Arts Festival…..it was a 

guy…..Dave Boardman, not Dave Boardman, another Dave, forgot his second name, 

said, he was on the committee, he said ‘come along; what we need is something a bit 

more modern; it’s getting a bit boring this [incomp] and what they’re doing’ so I says 

‘okay’ so I went along, and sure enough this meeting I was in…..when it came round 

to me saying what I was proposing; they did laugh at me….and I says ‘well, that’s 

what I’m proposing’ I says ‘you know, it’s cutting edge stuff’ I says ‘it’s modern art’ 

and I says ‘it’s up to you’ and they was all questioning me and I [incomp] so I thought 

‘well that’s that’ and….and Dave says ‘I’m sorry about that’ he says ‘I told you they 

were a bit stale’ I says ‘a bit stale; for goodness sake they’re in the Stone Age!’ 

and….he said ‘I’ll have a chat with them’ so he had a chat with them and suddenly 

they came round so we did it, but when we did it, it was a sell out and then they were 

interested, so the next time they wanted us to do it, we didn’t [laughing]….we did it 

ourselves, and we did it at Machpelah Mill in Hebden Bridge the first one, and I think 

we did our second one there; we did various places around after that and the 

committee got bigger and bigger; we had people doing decorations….we had people 

sort of, again, there was a lot of girlfriends [laughing], and they used to have a 

meeting in the pub, every week; there was really no need to do it every week, and that 

was probably a big mistake as well but everybody loved the social……so they all 

went every week to discuss Electronic Fest and what we were gonna do to make the 

next gig bigger and bigger and better, and by this time we took over the entire back 

room of The Fox, and there was too many people; it was almost…..certainly 

untenable, and it became impossible; there was…….everybody had got so many 

different ideas that it just wasn’t gonna work any more, and I just like pulled the 
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plug…..didn’t wanna do it anymore; I thought ‘I’m not working with this; we’ve got 

too big’….just at the time when we could have…we were cutting edge; still to this 

day there’s not many people do what we did then….to this day though I’m actually 

gonna bring it back, but that’s another…that is a future story, but….so Electronic Fest 

fell to pieces, like everything else; just at its peak……so that had gone, so [incomp] it 

left me and Richard and I went back into doing acoustic stuff again, with me and 

Richard doing the solo stuff, which to this day I do really; I do a lot of solo stuff, but 

also we got to know…..a guy called Mohammed, who was playing….well we got into 

a band that was called The [incomp], who were doing Moroccan stuff, and I always…

I loved what they did, really enjoyed it, and eventually he asked me to play……and so 

I went along and….I decided that….that….because it was Moroccan music there was 

something a little bit drone about it – very droney – I sort of understood what was 

going on, so I decided to change the tuning of my guitar to the closest I could get to 

Moroccan tuning, which is [incomp] so I’d said ‘right, I’m gonna change all my 

tuning; I’ve never played anything in this tuning at all; let’s go for it’ but because I 

play intuitively and not by…..reading or knowing anything about the chords, notes, it 

doesn’t make the slightest bit of difference to me; I can always find the root note and 

find where I’m going, and then…play it, so I played [incomp] and Richard ends up 

coming in to join us; we had Steve [incomp] out of the Owter Zeds, we had Richard 

coming in there as another guitarist and eventually there was three guitarists, and Mo, 

and Paul Dear [sp] joined us as well, so that was the….the final line up of us; there’d 

been lots of line ups, but that was the one and it was going really well; we did Soul  

[sp] Fest and the guys who used to be in Electronic Fest….Techy [sp] played every 

Electronic Fest; they were part of the crew but because they were, the played 

[incomp]and we played Soul [sp] Fest on the same day that they did and it was great; 

we played….they played later on; audience went absolutely mad about us, but…..this 

was the biggest one we’d done; this was why we wanted to do festivals; we were a 

festival band , and so really important and somebody had told me…..a few weeks 

before, two stories I’d heard, exactly the same, about guitars falling down and I’m 

getting completely destroyed, and I was dead paranoid because it was a big gig; 

twenty five minutes before the gig I’d put my guitar on a stand and I’d made sure 

there were no wires near it so nothing could lift it up; I made sure there were no loose 

boards on the stage so it couldn’t move; I was paranoid as hell about it, and so there 

was nobody on the stage; this guitar’s on there twenty five minutes before the gig, 
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and….every member of the band saw this – I didn’t – I just heard it; they said what 

happened was, the guitar didn’t just fall over, it threw itself on the floor…..and I came 

back to find this guitar, picked it up, and the headstock was hanging off it like that, on 

a thread….and I thought ‘well what do you do now?’  I’d got twenty five minutes left; 

I’d taken my Takamine with me, just in case; got a bit bored of playing that, got a nice 

big new guitar, and it just….committed suicide on stage, twenty five minutes before 

we played……I had to calm down a little bit [incomp] my big fat one [laughing] 

and….I’d come round a bit, and I’ll just….. just enough to kill that memory so I could 

just focus on the music; I’ll play my spare guitar…..so I came back and…..and we 

played the gig and it went down a storm, and strangely this guitar that I’d got bored 

with was playing beautifully, and I was tempted to smash this guitar up on the stage 

but I thought ‘no I won’t do that’…..found somebody to repair it and to this day it’s 

my main instrument, but after that my [incomp] was offered one year…..six festivals, 

three of which were headlines….one was after I think, it was either The Wailers or 

The Blockheads, so it was……it was a big….big sort of set up, and we were really 

looking forward to this, but Mo was getting a bit strange….something was going on 

that wasn’t quite right; he’d moved out of his wife’s and moved in with somebody 

else, and it was all going a little bit ory [sp] [laughing]…..word of the week, 

and….eventually he just buggared off; he’d been a naughty boy somehow, and we’ve 

never seen him to this day but we was very very fed up cos he left us with six gigs 

that we couldn’t play, and we tried to get together but there was nothing we could do, 

because we were a Moroccan trance band, but without the Moroccan bit, we were a 

trance band….that’s not what we were booked to do, so we had no vocals because it 

was all in what I used to call cling-on….it were a bit….but it sounds like cling-on, and 

so we were stuck, absolutely devastated by this; really really annoyed; it took…..cos 

we felt really let down by him as much as anything else; to this day we’ve not ever 

heard anything from him; we didn’t get an apology; he just moved, and….so that was 

it; again, just got to the peak, all fell to pieces again……bloody 

devastated…….eventually….that’s why I carried on doing my solo stuff; 

eventually…..we met a guy called Ade [sp] who used to play with the Groovy Beat; 

felt the same about Mo as we did; we were all annoyed with him….there was Paul 

Dear [sp] and there was Richard….me, Paul Dear [sp] and Richard got together, 

trying to sort of come up with….we thought ‘right, at least we’ll get the trance 

element there’ so we tried the trance element, came up with some tunes…..we 
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decided….I decided that it was gonna be called Nomos because Mo wasn’t in there, 

and I thought it was very funny that we called it Nomos but other people were saying 

‘ah that’s daft’ so, Nomos we were, so we had…..I think we had Nomos five; 

Nomos…..Nomos one, Nomos two, Nomos three, Nomos four, Nomos five…..Nomos 

one I’d written the lyrics to; I thought ‘what I’ll do with the lyrics’…..we played 

them…..it all went well but Paul Dear [sp] said ‘it’s fine’ he says ‘but it sounds like 

I’m playing our music rather than ours’ and I went ‘fair enough; we need somebody 

else in’ so Ade [sp] comes along…..and we get together and start doing stuff with that, 

and again, that was starting to get some heads turning; we’d already got re-bookings; 

a lot of the places we were gonna play said ‘let us know when you’re ready to go 

again and we’ll book you; we can’t put you on headline but we’ll certainly have you 

as high as we can’ so we thought ‘brilliant’ so…we all got together…..and 

then…..unfortunately Richard had a child – not unfortunately – great kid, but his wife 

went a bit strange and went awol, leaving Richard with the child, and his 

commitments then were obviously to the child and we understood that completely, but 

that left us without Richard and it had just got too much by this time, so Nomos died a 

death.  Paul Dearn [sp] had got….busy doing other stuff, the [incomp] family, and 

we…..were left with very little, so again I immersed myself into solo music which to 

this day, now [chuckling] – we’re nearly there – I do an awful lot of and that’s starting 

to pick up an awful lot as well; the people are….I’m terrible at self-promotion; I’d not 

bad at promoting other people which is why Electronic Fest worked, but promoting 

myself has been almost impossible; I haven’t got the ego for it, and…..so I get offered 

a lot of gigs, and I tend to play most of them; don’t get an awful lot of money for them 

but I do enjoy doing them, and I’ve got my….I met….I went to a….a course 

with…..cos I did an awful lot of radio stuff after Phoenix; I formed a thing called Now 

I See; there was three of us; me, Shack [sp] and a guy called Doug Lyons [sp]; we 

used to go out and do radio training as a form of personal development, but we did an 

awful lot of work with the Art University of East London and all over the place; we 

did an awful lot of radio work, again to this day; just starting to pick up on that 

one….but during that……met Andy Wells [sp], who is a great…..Doug was doing a 

music technology course and I thought ‘I can learn a bit more about this’ so they was 

looking for extra numbers - didn’t even have to finish the course - they were looking 

for extra numbers, so I went along, did it, and met Andy Wells [sp] who was one of 

the teachers there….and he loved what I did, absolutely loved what I did, and 
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says….and we had a studio there; we’d started just recording; he says ‘this is gonna 

be an album Creedy; I’m up for doing an album’ and I thought ‘can’t be serious’ and 

eventually left the course, because it wasn’t doing anything for me; it was always 

going backwards really, for me, and I think it was nearly a year later he phoned me up 

and says ‘what about that album then?’ I went ‘are you serious?’ he says ‘yeah, yeah’ 

so I went in and…..and started doing the album with Andy Wells [sp] and started 

recording….he used me for his students to practise on, positioning mikes [sp], but 

then Andy being belligerent and very very…..he knows what he’s doing to be quite 

honest, would go [incomp] and he’d…..so he started recording me and looked 

at….and he started putting his own keyboards and….his production was amazing and 

I couldn’t believe he was doing it; the album was going really well and I think I ended 

up going round to his studio in Wyke….. Hideaway Studios and finishing bits of the 

album off, and I remember going to the studio in the college one day and I says ‘I 

don’t get this’ I says, you know, ‘I’ve got no money and you come in here and you do 

all this wonderful recording for me’ I says ‘I feel like a privileged vagabond’ and he 

says ‘that’s the title of the album’ and that’s what he said; he wasn’t bothered about 

the fact that he was doing it for free…..and so he says ‘in fact we’ll make sure that we 

don’t have to pay for anything; we’ll see if we can get the graphics for free or trade 

and everything like that’ and I did….Johnny [sp], the guy with the glasses, ended up 

doing my graphics; he’s still a fantastic graphic artist, one of the best ones I’ve ever 

known; how the hell he does it I don’t know; he did the album for me in return for me 

doing something for him; I can’t remember what it was but…we traded and…..and so 

Privileged Vagabond didn’t cost a penny to produce, and it’s to this day my main 

album; again, promoted….it was Holyground Records, but they sort of died a little bit 

of a death; there was no sort of like marketing or promotion in place and it was left to 

me, and again, I ended up to be quite honest giving most of my CDs away; I think 

I’ve got one left that I haven’t given away; there was a load at Sid’s I never went and 

got the money, and it’s just….terrible, and I about a year on after a bit of a tragedy in 

my life recently, I’ve got to go back and finish off the second album which is gonna 

be called Where Are You’….. ‘W R U’….. ‘Where Are You’ but  ‘W R U’…..tech speak, 

so the idea of this one is there’s a big stage, there’s something really exciting going 

on, maybe I’m playing or something like that and all the audience are coming right 

back to one big sing at the end, and you see all the lights on the phones coming all the 

way back to the front, and at the front of the album there’s a big sort of tech screen 
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saying ‘Where Are You’……..yeah……yeah, so it’s a statement……and so we’ve 

started doing this and Andy’s been constantly trying to contact me, saying ‘when are 

you gonna come and finish this?’ so that’s where the future lies; Electronic Fest 

I’ve….I’m bringing back cos The Dog House, which is a big organisation, 

is…..is…..it’s actually got its own place now and they says ‘that’s what we’d like you 

to come and  do’….that and an open mic session, so that’s where we’re at………..

TW:

There’s one other thing I would…..like to ask you about.  It’s about artwork.

AJC:

Yes.

TW:

I know you did some drawings for….for corporate people.

AJC:

Yes.

TW:

Can you explain a little bit about that?

AJC:

Yes.  This is a little invention of mine.  It’s called a Conceptograph; the word itself is 

also an invention.  It was while I was working with Now I See with Doug and Shack 

[sp] and we was doing this personal development stuff and a friend of Doug’s …used 

to go out to these corporate events, and he’d do an abstract painting of 

their…..meeting, and they’d buy this of him and…..and that was….and I thought, and 

he says ‘you should do something like that’….I thought ‘well I wouldn’t do it like that 

really’ because again, abstract, I sort of know now more about abstract but again, 

when I draw, I always draw something that’s figurative, so I decided to do the same 

thing myself and was doing a radio…..workshop for Apple Organisation, at the 

University of East London where we also went and taught…….and, he says ‘here’s 

your opportunity’ he says ‘we’re doing radio afterwards’ he says ‘offer it for free; take 
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your sketch book; I’ll have a chat with them’ he says ‘and draw the meeting’ I went 

‘okay’ so this was the first time I’d ever done it, and they said  ‘it’s fine’ so I went to 

the back of the class…..the room, and so I said ‘I’ll be drawing your meeting and 

you’ll be to hopefully see where you’ve been’ I said ‘I’m just trying to help’ 

and….this meeting was huge; obviously Apple Mac, you know, so it’s….they were 

discussing this new system whereby…..people learn in different ways - people access 

stuff in different ways - so they wanted a….different learning techniques and….and 

bits of software developed around it so that people could maybe learn through shapes 

or colours or whatever, rather than words and….and everything, and they had a big 

screen there, they were linking in with Macromedia in…..in….I think it was in New 

York; I think it was about five in the morning over there, so they were part of the 

meeting as well; big meeting, so I’m away just like, scribbling away and what I’d 

decided,  the only way I could do was to try and remain as subconscious as possible; 

they were coming out with so much technical detail there was no way I could really 

know what was going on, and all I did was to like…if something suggested itself to 

me….three is a magic number…..three times, I’d think ‘that’s not my symbol’ and I’d 

put it down on paper, and it’d join, and eventually I ended up with the finished piece 

so at the end of it…then in the afternoon we did a radio workshop which they got an 

awful lot out of this; we played their….played….the roles were reversed so they 

experienced what it was like to receive this service when it was developed, and….but 

after that they said they wanted a big chat and the thing they was more interested in 

was my Conceptograph, and….they just….they were really perplexed, and for about 

an hour afterwards until the building had to be shut up, they were…..they were going 

hell for leather trying to work out….and thinking ‘something’s wrong; it just doesn’t 

seem to work’ and they weren’t saying my drawing; they were saying ‘something’s 

just not in place here; it shouldn’t be like that’ and eventually they sort of said ‘is 

there a pub round here; can we take that?’… ‘oh, go on then’ and I refused….I 

wouldn’t comment; I let them talk about it so again, they went to the pub and they 

were saying ‘it’s not gonna work; there’s things like…..the calendar hasn’t quite 

turned over and it’s next to some other symbol, and it’s suggested that the time’s not 

right and….and there’s certain pitfalls legally that aren’t gonna work’ and…..they 

eventually ended up not doing it…..I wish I’d charged [laughing]….if I’d got royalties 

on that I’d be a rich man now, but it’s not all about money is it you know……that’s 

only money so really, I am rich, but….so I decided to do a few more of these and so 
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the Conceptograph, I went out and…..again, [incomp] but I did get a few, and went 

out and drew people’s meetings and stood at the back of the class…. ‘I’m an artist, 

I’m drawing your meeting in a metaphorical, symbolic way, and hopefully you should 

be able to follow the story of your meeting, the bigger picture, and you can cut out all 

the little bits’ and….I went to one thing which was promoting it to businesses…and I 

went as part of  Artworks in Bradford, saying ‘can you show us what an artist do in 

that’ so I stood at the back, normally I do it A3, takes most of the day; I had an hour 

and it was like a six foot……roll of paper so I was drawing away at the back while 

they were having their little meeting, doing workshops, and at the end of it the head of 

all these business groups sort of said ‘don’t know about you’ he says ‘but when I get 

to the end of a meeting I’ve got piles of paper and minutes’ he says ‘I don’t read ‘em 

all’ he says ‘but I can look at that drawing and know exactly where we’ve been, and it 

gives me an idea of what’s going on’ so, that’s the Conceptograph which I…I haven’t 

done much of recently but I’d love to get back into.

TW:

Right, okay, very interesting that…….is there anything…..I mean I know I haven’t  

asked much, but is there anything I 

AJC:

I’ve never shut up, that’s why!

TW:

Is there anything I [laughing]….this is what I always say at the end; is there anything  

I haven’t asked about that you’d like to add on?  I mean I know you’ve given me quite  

a full story

AJC:

I think you’ve got a fair picture of it there really to be quite honest….I think what 

I…..there is…..there is one thing actually; there’s another one because there’s 

obviously…being an artist, I mean the reason why I left….art college apart from the 

fact that I was overdrawn and….and felt a bit uncomfortable in London and there was 

a lot of…..for some reason people who were sent to do Fine Art were….had rich 

fathers and stuff like that, and I wasn’t; I was from a very working class family and I 
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didn’t want to get so overdrawn that my parents would end up [incomp], so I was….I 

was playing a lot more music there than I was doing art, so music was….was a sort of 

extension of the paint brush, so I painted less and played more……and….recently 

I’ve…..I’ve teamed up with…a guy called Winston, a poet, and a guy called Jason, 

Caroline; he’s a visual artist, a drawer, a painter, and she’s a movement, dance type 

artist, and we’ve come together to form a thing callef Ecphrasis; don’t ask me what 

that means because I can’t remember [laughing]

TW:

How do you spell it?

AJC:

Ecphrasis [should be EKPHRASIS]; it’s a Greek word

Tw:

Right, okay

AJC:

Can’t quite remember what it is, but there’s a website with it on; so….the idea….he 

came up with this idea saying that we wanted to be in the same room and just like 

feed off each other, so I could play some…..some incidental music……you know, 

he’d do some poetry, and I said ‘well’ I said ‘I’m a bit more interested really if……

you were all in separate rooms’ because I’ve got a great interest in…in the connection 

between science and spirituality; I think they’re the same thing and at one time art and 

science and spirituality was the same thing….and that is coming together nowadays, I 

mean quantum physics is….the stuff that’s saying they’re there; sounds weirder than 

anything a mystic’s ever come up with; it’s getting to that stage now; they’re all 

starting to join, and this project joins it as a lovely solid object which is the most solid 

object, the triangle, and it is art, spirituality and science, so I separated everybody out 

in each room, have a fixed half hour, and…..you won’t be able to hear it; nobody 

knows what each other’s doing; perform for half an hour; everything’s on video, and 

then at the end of it, we’ll see how they connect; I says ‘I bet you there’s crossover, a 

synchronicity, that….is dumbfounding; I said ‘I’m so confident with it, we’ll just do it 

anyway’ and he went ‘right, fine; I like that…it’s okay’ so we all did it; he persuaded 
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the others that it was a good idea….so we did it; we all separated ourselves out and 

did it for the first time; recorded it all; we did a bit of a settling exercise the first thing 

to focus ourselves and then we did a…..my idea was ‘talking sticks’ when anybody 

only gets to talk only when they’ve got a stick in their hand, recorded that as well, so 

the first one we do……and there’s….there on video, Winston doing his poetry and 

then somebody…gets his hand and a marker pen, draws round his hand, and then he 

cuts it out and folds it up in a weird way, at exactly the same time, because we were 

watching….we’d got these four laptops watching it all as close in real time as we can, 

all zeroed up; at exactly the same time the artist has like started doing a different 

drawing….and he turns around; what he’s been drawing….and it’s exactly the picture 

of this hand……..yeah….so, the synchronicity was pretty obvious; totally separate 

rooms….unfortunately there was a bit of a bleed in the music so the dancer had a bit 

too much of a clue of what I was doing…..I was playing acoustically….so we did 

another one, and….this one I played an electric…..and borrowed an electric because 

mine’s broke at the moment….I’ve got very into acoustics…..the 335 I love 

it…..but….and I used the [incomp] pedals so a lot of it was echo, so she said she 

could still hear a bit of a bleed, but what she didn’t hear was….was the fact that a lot 

of it was so…..so what she might have heard was [singing] ‘ding ding ding’ might 

have been ‘dickidickidicki’ because there was a delay on it….but we haven’t actually 

viewed this yet, but we….or heard it yet, so I still don’t know if this worked, because 

it’s been….a few months where everybody’s been on holiday and stuff like that; we’re 

due to do that very very soon [incomp] and…..but me and Winston….I thought ‘well 

maybe that didn’t work’ and I says ‘something’s bugging me’ and I couldn’t quite 

work out what it was, and the second exercise was Winston; he did something with 

a….peacock feather, and he’s said ‘I just put a peacock feather in front of this just to 

settle me and then get some focus on something before you went off to your separate 

places, and eventually it was like ‘so you got…..just feel the weight of it and put it in 

the middle of your….do you think that’s gonna balance on your hand?  Don’t do it, 

just think….will it?  Will it or not?’ and then eventually he said ‘let it go’ and of 

course a peacock feather’s perfectly balanced and it will balance on your hand without 

very little movement; incredible…and so we did that….what had happened was the 

artist had done loads of drawings and Winston had got obsessed with this vessel that 

was shaped like….almost like a goldfish bowl with a bit of a top to it there, and he 

says ‘for some reason there’s a spot on the bottom of it’ and he wrote down 
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‘why….why this shape?  Why the spot in the middle of it?’  the shape again….. ‘why 

this shape?  Why’….and that was his piece, and he said ‘I don’t know why I’ve done 

that…..no idea’ and then the artist had drawn loads of things, but then eventually it 

just clicked and I said ‘I’ve got it’ …..so the artist had done this drawing of…peacock 

feathers in his own interpretation of peacock feathers, and the shape was just like that 

with an eye for the peacock feather, just like the shape with a dot, and he went ‘that’s 

it…that’s completely it’ and there’s a few other bits and pieces but we’ve not actually 

explored this, but the synchronicity was there; the future, for me, I’d like now to…

because he said to me, he says ‘you are truly an all-round artist’ because I’m very 

interested in lyric; again lyric and music was the reason why I took up guitar; not to 

play guitar effectively, though I can play….because of the way I play, I can totally ad 

lib for hours, which is what I do there, and……I can play in any tuning in because I 

don’t think about music in the same way, so I’m intuitive, but the lyric for me, also 

fits in; I like the poetry and the music coming together - it’s the….the big brush – so 

that with the electronics and everything else, have expanded out, so…..the future for 

me is….is a web design - I’d like to get a website – once I can finally get a decent 

internet connection, and put out the Synchronicity Generator, and the Synchronicity 

Generator is…..we put this out to the world in half an hour; you find out what your 

time line is and if you want to be part of it, do something creative; it doesn’t matter 

what it is, for half an hour, film it, and put it on the website; the two rules are: 1 – you 

must realise you’re part of the same thing; 2 – put your work out for us to see…..with 

your permission, and then we should end up with a load, and my idea of how it would 

look would be a fruit machine; pull the handle…………four little blocks come 

up….those four go into the corner of the screen, and then you watch it in 

synchronicity and see what the crossover is in them, and it’s a means of bringing all 

together and realising they’re part of one.

TW:

That sounds like a lot of work.

AJC:

It probably is, but we’ll see what happens [laughing]

TW:
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That’s very interesting…..right then, well I’d like to say thank you very much.

AJC:

Been a pleasure.

TW:

And I shall….I shall stop there.

AJC:

Thank you.

 [END OF TRACK 1]
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